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SUMMARY

Summary	
  
Blinding diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration and retinitis
pigmentosa have detrimental effects on vision due to the apoptosis of
photoreceptor cells. Investigating the molecular mechanisms involved in retinal
cell death is important in order to identify potential factors that could be utilized for
protection and survival of retinal cells.
Rho GTPases are well known as molecular switches of cells, which are
involved in many neuronal functions. The classical three Rho GTPases, rasrelated botulinum substrate 1 (Rac1), cell division cycle 42 (Cdc42) and ras
homolog gene family member A (RhoA), have been found to be involved in
several neuronal processes such as neurite formation, axon specification and
growth cone guidance. In addition, a recent study has shown that ablation of
RAC1 in murine rod photoreceptor cells protects these cells against light-induced
cell death. This and other investigations suggested that other Rho GTPase
members could be important for retinal degeneration.
The first project of my thesis focused on investigating the function of
CDC42 in several mouse models of retinal degeneration. Immunolabeling of
cryosections of light exposed wild type mice showed that CDC42 assumed a
perinuclear localization in photoreceptors of degenerating retinas. Since this
localization pattern was not observed in TUNEL positive cells (a marker for
apoptosis), we tested the hypothesis that CDC42 might be involved in protecting
photoreceptors from damage. To do this, we ablated CDC42 specifically in rod
photoreceptor cells and studied retinal degeneration in the light-inducible and the
autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (VPP) mouse models for photoreceptor
degeneration. Here we found that photoreceptor degeneration in CDC42
knockdown mice proceeded similarly to control littermates in both models that
were tested. Together, results from this study suggest that CDC42 may not be
crucial for photoreceptor physiology in the mature retina and that this GTPase
may have a modulatory role in retinal degeneration.
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Rho GTPases are also interesting candidates to study in retinal
development. It has been shown that polarity and adherens junctions are
important for retinal tissue organization. RAC1 and CDC42 are involved in polarity
and adherens junction formation in epithelial but also during development in
neuroepithelial tissue. However, apart from analysing the spatio-temporal
expression of Rho GTPases in the retina, very little research in mammalians has
been devoted to understanding their physiological role in the retina.
The second project of my thesis, involved the study of CDC42 in postnatal
retinal development. This was achieved by conditionally ablating CDC42 in most
cells of the retinal periphery. In CDC42 knockdowns we observed a loss of retinal
lamination from early postnatal ages onwards. Adherens junctions formed
between photoreceptors and Müller glia at the outer limiting membrane (OLM)
were also absent in the disorganized retinal periphery at all ages analyzed. In the
dysmorphic retina, Müller glia cells were mislocalized and not radially aligned in
the retinal tissue. The retinal vasculature in the periphery was also severely
affected in CDC42 ablated retinas. While the primary plexus developed normally
the deeper vascular plexi, which rely on Müller glia as guides, were disorganized
at all ages. We also observed a progressive loss of retinal cells, a significant
reduction in retinal function and formation of gliotic scars in older mice. Such a
dysmorphic retina induced the expression of several survival (Lif, Fgf2), pro
apoptotic (Casp1) and pro inflammatory (Tnfα, Ccl2, Csf1) factors. The
expression of pro-survival factors, however, was not sufficient to protect retinal
cells from the ensuing degeneration in older animals. Together these results
suggest that CDC42 is important for the lamination of the retina possibly due to
the loss of adherens junctions in the OLM.
The third project of my thesis focused on investigating the function of
RAC1 in the postnatal retina. For this purpose, RAC1 was ablated in cells of the
retinal periphery. In RAC1 knockdown mice we observed a loss of adherens
junctions in the retinal periphery and the presence of retinal folds in the ONL. In
older RAC1 knockdown animals, a loss of retinal cells was observed in
morphological studies. Also, an increase in subretinally localized cells and an
abnormal RPE morphology were features observed in older animals. Together,
these data suggest that RAC1 is important for the organization of the
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photoreceptor layer and may also be involved in the formation of adherens
junctions in the OLM.
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Zusammenfassung	
  
Altersbedingte

Makuladegeneration

und

Retinitis

Pigmentosa

sind

Netzhauterkrankungen, die bedingt durch die Degeneration von Photorezeptoren
oft zu Blindheit führen. Um effektive therapeutische Massnahmen gegen den
Photorezeptorzelltod

entwickeln

zu

können,

müssen

die

molekularen

Mechanismen, welche zu den Netzhauterkrankungen führen und am Zelltod
beteiligt sind, ermittelt werden. Es ist aber ebenso wichtig potenzielle Faktoren zu
identifizieren, die für den Schutz der Netzhaut und das verbesserte Überleben
der Zellen verwendet werden können.
Rho GTPasen sind im Allgemeinen bekannte molekulare Schalter und
wichtige Signaltransduktionsproteine, die viele neuronale Funktionen ausüben.
Über die klassischen drei Rho GTPasen, 'ras-related botulinum substrate 1’
(RAC1), 'cell division cycle 42’ (CDC42) und 'ras homolog gene family member A’
(RHOA) ist bis heute am meisten bekannt. In Neuronalzellen haben diese drei
Proteine wichtige Funktionen bei der sensorischen Axon-Bildung, beim NeuritenAuswuchs und bei der Migration des Wachstumskegels an der Spitze eines
Axons.
Um den Photorezeptorzelltod in einer erkrankten Netzhaut zu simulieren,
wird häufig ein Maus-Modell benutzt bei dem die Photorezeptordegeneration
durch exzessives Licht induziert wird. In einer kürzlich erschienenen Studie mit
diesem Modell wurde gezeigt, dass RAC1 als pro-apoptotischer Faktor die
Degeneration der Photorezeptoren beeinflusst. Diese und andere Arbeiten
zeigen, dass eine detaillierte Evaluation der Rho GTPasen wichtige Erkenntnisse
zu den molekularen Vorgängen bei Netzhauterkrankungen liefern kann.
Im ersten Forschungsprojekt meiner Dissertation konzentrierte ich mich
auf die Funktion von CDC42 während der Degeneration von Photorezeptoren in
mehreren Maus-Modellen. Immunfluoreszenzfärbungen zeigten eine perinukleäre
Lokalisation von CDC42 in Photorezeptorzellen der degenerativen aber nicht der
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normalen Netzhaut. Co-Lokalisationsstudien mit einem Zelltodmarker machten
deutlich,

dass

sich

CDC42-positive

Photorezeptoren

nicht

in

einem

degenerativen Prozess befanden. Dies liess deshalb vermuten, dass die
beobachtete perinukleäre Lokalisation von CDC42 schützend wirkt und am
Überleben der Photorezeptoren beteiligt sein könnte. Um die Funktion von
CDC42 in Photorezeptorzellen der degenerativen Netzhaut genauer zu
untersuchen, generierten wir eine photorezeptor-spezifische CDC42 KnockdownMaus. Mit dieser Maus konnten wir sowohl in einem induzierten als auch einem
vererbten Modell der Photorezeptordegeneration zeigen, dass das Fehlen von
CDC42 keinen Einfluss auf das Überleben der Photorezeptoren hat. Wir
schlossen aus unseren Beobachtungen, dass die CDC42 GTPase wahrscheinlich
eine modulare Rolle bei der Netzhautdegeneration hat.
Im zweiten Projekt erweiterte ich die Analyse der Funktion von CDC42 auf
die postnatale Netzhautentwicklung. Studien im Grosshirn zeigten, dass Rho
GTPasen insbesondere CDC42 und RAC1 für die Bildung oder Erhaltung von
'Adherens Junctions’ und für die Etablierung der Polarität von neuronalen Zellen
wichtig sind. Beides, 'Adherens Junctions’ und Zellpolarität spielen auch eine
entscheidende Rolle bei der Gewebeorganisation in der Netzhaut. Um den
Einfluss von CDC42 in diesem Bereich zu studieren, generierten wir eine
Knockdown-Maus, welcher CDC42 nicht nur in Photorezeptoren sondern in den
meisten Zellen der Netzhaut fehlte. Die Abwesenheit von CDC42 bewirkte eine
komplette Desorganisation der Netzhaut. 'Adherens Junctions’ als wichtige ZellZell Kontakte zwischen Müller Glia und Photorezeptorzellen waren nicht
vorhanden. Als Folge davon waren die meisten Zellen der Netzhaut nicht korrekt
lokalisiert worden. Zusätzlich war das Gefäßnetzwerk der Netzhaut aufs
Schwerste beeinträchtigt. Obwohl sich der primäre Gefässplexus noch relativ
normal entwickelte, bildeten sich die beiden tieferen Plexi nicht korrekt aus und
die Kapillargefässe formten keine geregelten Schichten. In älteren Mäusen war
die Netzhautdicke verringert und die Netzhautfunktion signifikant reduziert.
Darüber hinaus konnte eine Induktion von pro-apoptotischen (Casp1) und proinflammatorischen (Tnfα, Ccl2, Csf1) aber auch von neuroprotektiven (Lif, Fgf2)
Faktoren
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Zusammenfassend zeigten wir mit dieser Arbeit, dass CDC42 für die Etablierung
einer korrekten Netzhautarchitektur und –schichtung sehr wichtig ist.
Das dritte Projekt meiner Dissertation konzentrierte sich auf die Funktion
von RAC1 in der postnatalen Netzhaut. Zu diesem Zweck benutzten wir eine
Knockdown-Maus, indem RAC1 in den meisten Zellen der Peripheren Nethzhaut
fehlte. Im Vergleich zu der CDC42 Knockdown zeigte der resultierende RAC1Knockdown ebenfalls eine Desorganisation der Netzhaut. Diese war jedoch
weniger ausgeprägt und beschränkte sich zum grössten Teil auf die Schicht der
Photorezeptoren. Auch hier war ein Verlust von 'Adherens Junctions’ zu
beobachten. In älteren Mäusen akkumulierten zudem Zellen im sub-retinalen
Bereich und die Zellen des Pigmentepithels wiesen eine abnormale Morphologie
auf. Ausserdem stellten wir eine progressive Degeneration der Photorezeptoren
und eine damit einhergehende Verringerung der Netzhautdicke in älteren Tieren
fest. Die Daten zeigten, dass RAC1 vor allem wichtig für die Organisation der
Photorezeptorschicht ist, und womöglich für die Etablierung von 'Adherens
Junctions’ zwischen Photorezeptoren und Müller Gliazellen benötigt wird.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.	
  Introduction	
  
Sight is an important part of our senses achievable through our eyes. The
ocular system processes light from the environment and passes this information,
in form of electrochemical signals via the optic nerve, to the brain (Fig. 1A) [1]. In
the brain the retinal signals are processed further to an image that we can see,
follow, recognize and perform other complex tasks that are important for daily life
[2]. This introduction will focus primarily on the retinal tissue and on topics related
to retinal function, retinal development and blinding diseases.

Figure 1. Organization and cellular diversity of the vertebrate retina. (A) Schematic representation
of a mammalian eye showing the path of light being focused onto the retina by the cornea and
lens. In mammals, light is focused on the fovea to achieve maximum visual acuity. The light
information is passed along the optic nerve to the visual cortex of the brain. (B) Diagram showing
the position and interconnectivity of different retinal cell types in the mature retina. (C)
Morphological section of a haematoxylin and eosin stained human retina. Shown is a schematic
representation of the different retinal vasculature layers; primary plexus in red, intermediary
plexus in green and deeper plexus in blue. RPE: retinal pigment epithelium, OS: outer segment,
IS: inner segment, ONL: outer nuclear layer, OPL: outer plexiform layer, INL: inner nuclear layer,
IPL: inner plexiform layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer, C: cone photoreceptors, R: rod
photoreceptors, H: horizontal cells, B: bipolar cells, A: amacrine cells, M: Müller glia, G: ganglion
cells.
Figure: adapted from Sung CH and Chuang JZ., 2010 JCB [3]
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1.1	
  Overview	
  of	
  the	
  retina	
  
The retina is a complex tissue, containing 5 different types of neurons and
3 type of glial cells distributed within three nuclear layers (Fig. 1B). The outer
nuclear layer (ONL) houses the light sensitive rod and cone photoreceptor cells.
Light-activated photoreceptors signal to bipolar and horizontal cells through their
synapses located in the outer plexiform layer (OPL). Bipolar and horizontal cells
reside in the inner nuclear layer (INL) together with amacrine cells. These
neurons form synapses in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) together with ganglion
cells and displaced amacrine cells, which are found in the ganglion cell layer
(GCL) [4]. Ganglion cells project axons to a point in the retina called the optic
nerve head (ONH). At the ONH, the ganglion axons bundle to form the optic
nerve and extend into regions of the brain.
In addition to the various neurons, several glial cell types are also found in
the retina. Müller glial cells are the most abundant glial cell in the retina and are
formed from retinal progenitor cells during development. Even though Müller glia
nuclei are found in the INL, the cell spans the entire retina from the ONL to the
GCL. They form adherens junctions with photoreceptors at the outer limiting
membrane (OLM) and focal adhesions at the inner limiting membrane (ILM).
Müller glia have many important supportive functions for neurons such as
maintaining the ionic environment, processing released neurotransmitter,
providing metabolic support for neurons and releasing neurotrophic factors during
noxious insults [5, 6].
Unlike Müller glia, retinal microglia and astrocytes are not formed from
retinal progenitors but migrate into the retina during development. Retinal
microglia are described as the resident immune cell that survey the retinal
environment. In the presence of a noxious insult, microglia become activated and
either phagocytose degenerating neurons or support surviving cells depending on
the severity of the insult. In the “surveylant” state microglia are mainly distributed
in the plexiform layers and in the activated state they migrate to the location of
the insult [7]. Retinal astrocytes on the other hand, are mainly found in the nerve
fiber layer of the retina. Their most well studied function is related to the
development of the primary plexus vasculature [8]. Astrocytes, together with
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Müller glia and pericytes, also play a role in forming the retinal vasculature
component of the blood retinal barrier (BRB) [9, 10].
The retina is one of the most metabolically active tissues in our body,
requiring a constant supply of metabolic resources [11]. Cells from the INL and
GCL are supplied with nutrients by the retinal vasculature. This vessel system is
organized into three layers; primary plexus found in the GCL, intermediate plexus
found at the interface between the INL and IPL and the deeper plexus found in
the OPL (Fig. 1C) [8]. Photoreceptors, however, are mainly supplied metabolic
components by a dense vascular bed in the choroid called the choroidal
vasculature. A more detailed account of the development of the retinal
vasculature will be discussed later.

1.2	
  Retinal	
  pigment	
  epithelium:	
  one	
  cell	
  layer,	
  many	
  functions	
  
Another cell type important for the retina is the retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE). This single cell epithelium lies between photoreceptor outer segments and
the choroid forming a barrier between the two compartments (Fig. 1B). The RPE
cells have many functions such as transport of molecules between the choroidal
and retinal compartments, synthesis or regeneration of the visual chromophore,
maintenance of retinal immune privilege and phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer
segments [12].
From the many tasks that RPE cells perform, the synthesis or regeneration
of the visual chromophore, 11-cis-retinal, is one of the most important for light
sensitivity. Photoreceptor outer segments contain abundant amounts of opsin
proteins that bind to 11-cis-retinal to form the light sensitive molecule rhodopsin
(Fig. 2A). When a photon of light excites rhodopsin, the bound visual
chromophore changes from a cis to an all-trans-retinal conformation. The alltrans-retinal molecule is not light sensitive and therefore needs to be replaced by
another molecule of 11-cis-retinal. Excited or activated rhodopsin initiates a
cascade of events called phototransduction, which propagates the light signal
from the photoreceptors to inner retinal cells. To replenish the spent
chromophore, the all-trans-retinal is transported to the RPE where it is reisomerized by the retinal pigment epithelium 65 (RPE65) protein. The
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regenerated 11-cis-retinal is transported back from the RPE to photoreceptors to
form new molecules of light sensitive rhodopsin molecules [13].
Another important function of RPE cells is the maintenance of the retina as
an immune privileged site. As an epithelium, it forms strong cell-cell junctions
such as tight and adherens junctions that prevent passage of immune cells into
the retina [13]. Additional to being a physical barrier, RPE cells can also secrete
several immune modulatory factors such as interleukin 8 [14], complement factor
H [15] and macrophage chemoattractant protein-1 [16]. Interestingly, a study
using human fetal RPE cells in vitro, showed that these pigment cells were able
to suppress the activation of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells [17].
RPE cells are also important in the phagocytosis of “older” photoreceptor
outer segment tipps. Photoreceptor outer segments accumulate a high amount of
photo oxidative material that needs to be removed to prevent oxidative damage to
the cell. RPE cell phagocytosis is therefore important for photoreceptor viability
and function [13].

1.3	
  Photoreceptors:	
  The	
  light	
  sensors	
  
Photoreceptor cells are the most important cells in the retina for light sensitivity.
The retina possesses two types of photoreceptors; rods and cones (Fig. 2B).
They can be distinguished from each other from their outer segment structures in
retinal morphologies. Rod photoreceptor outer segments are long and cylindrical
in shape (Fig. 2B) and contain several thousand intracellular membrane discs
[18]. Each disc contains an abundant amount of rhodopsin molecules (Fig. 2A).
Cone photoreceptors, as the name suggests, have a more conical shape (Fig.
2B) and compared to rods have a different outer segment morphology [18]. In
cones, the cell membrane folds inwards to give several membrane lamellae, in
which cone photopigments are localized. It has been shown that photoreceptor
disks contained in the outer segments increase the total surface area by almost a
thousand fold. This increased surface area is particularily important for photon
detection [19].
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Figure 2. Structure of photoreceptors and photometric absorbance of pigments. (A) Diagram to
show the integration of 11-cis-retinal with rod opsin protein and the localization of this complex in
outer segment discs of rod photoreceptors. (B) Schematic drawing of rod and cone photoreceptor
structure. Both photoreceptor types possess a synaptic ending and inner and outer segment
compartments. Cone photoreceptor outer segments are cone shaped and shorter compared to
rods. Membrane folds containing the photopigment are exposed to the subretinal space in cones
whereas in rods they are enveloped by cell membrane. (C) Graph to show the different excitation
spectras of primate rod and cone photopigments. Excitation wavelength of photopigment in rods
is 498nm, in S-cones 437nm, in M-cones 533nm and in L-cones 564nm.
Figure: (A) adapted from webvision Kolb H [20] (B) adapted from http://thebrain.mcgill.ca, (C)
adapted from Dowling 1987 [21]

Generally in mouse and human retinas, rod cells outnumber cone cell
populations. Primate retinas compared to rodent retinas, however, contain a
central region called the macula in which the population of cones far outnumbers
that of rods. Certain blinding diseases affect either the macula or cone
photoreceptors specifically and therefore the lack of such a cone-dominant region
in rodents, is one of the limiting factors of using mouse and rat models to study
such diseases. Several rodent models with avascular “visual streak” regions or
cone only mouse retinas have been proposed as models to study blinding
diseases that affect cone dominant regions [22-25]. Nevertheless, there are many
blinding diseases in humans that affect rod photoreceptors primarily with cones
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degenerating secondarily, and so the use of mouse models for studying retinal
degeneration in humans is still relevant.
Membrane structures in photoreceptor outer segments contain the visual
pigment consisting of an opsin protein and the chromophore 11-cis-retinal. This
molecule becomes excited with a specific wavelength of light and initiates a
signaling cascade. In rods, rhodopsin is sensitive to 500 nm wavelengths of light
and is able to detect a single photon of light [26]. Cone photoreceptors, on the
other hand, are excited by different wavelengths of light important for color
perception. Short wavelength (SWL) cones are most sensitive to blue, mid
wavelength (MWL) cones mainly to green and long wavelength (LWL) cones
mostly to red wavelengths of light (Fig. 2C). Structural differences in cone opsin
protein change the wavelength of chromophore light sensitivity. Most rodents
such as mice and rats are dichromatic, containing SWL and MWL cones but
primates and humans are trichromatic containing additionally LWL cones.
Visual pigments of rod and cone photoreceptors activate a signaling
cascade after light absorption called phototransduction. Phototransduction
converts the light stimulus into an electrochemical signal that is subsequently
passed to second order neurons in the retina.

1.3.1	
  Phototransduction:	
  Mechanisms	
  of	
  light	
  perception	
  
Light initiates a molecular cascade of events in photoreceptors called
phototransduction, which propagates the light stimulus to second order neurons
in the retina (Fig. 3A). The molecular events in phototransduction can be broadly
divided into 5 steps. The first step involves the absorption of light by rhodopsin,
which photo-isomerizes 11-cis-retinal to the all-trans-retinal conformation. The
second step involves rhodopsin to undergo several conformational changes,
generating metarhodopsin I and later metarhodopsin II (MII). MII is the active
form of rhodopsin and is crucial for the catalytic activation of the G protein
transducin.
Transducin is a trimeric protein composed of α, β and γ subunits, which in
the inactive state is bound to guanosine diphosphate (GDP). In the third step, MII
rhodopsin interacts with transducin, which leads to the exchange of GDP for GTP
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and the seperation of the α subunit (Gα) from the trimeric complex. The Gα is the
active portion of transducin, which interacts with phosphodiesterase (PDE) to
propagate the signal to the next step [27].

Figure 3. Activation of phototransduction and changes in neurotransmitter release in response to
light. (A) Schematic diagram to show activation of the phototransduction cascade upon light
stimulation. Activation of the cascade causes the activation of phosphodiesterase (PDE) and the
reduction in cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) levels in photoreceptors. As a result cGMP
gated ion channels close and the cell hyperpolarizes. (B) Diagram to show the changes in
membrane potential of rod photoreceptors upon light stimulation. In the dark, rods are partially
depolarized with a membrane potential of -40 mV leading to a continued release of glutamate
neurotransmitter at the synapse. Light activated phototransduction, causes the closure of cGMP
nucleotide-gated ion channels ceasing the influx of cations and thereby hyperpolarizing the cells
to -70 mV. Hyperpolarized rod cells reduce the release of neurotransmitter proportionately to the
intensity of the light stimulus. R: rhodopsin, G: rod transducin, GC: guanylate cyclase, GTP:
guanosine triphosphate, GDP: guanosine diphosphate, GMP: guanosine monophoshpate.
Figure: (A) adapted from Leskov et al Neuron 2000 [28] (B) adapted from
http://www.colorado.edu/intphys/Class/IPHY3430-200/image/10-39.jpg.
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Phosphodiesterase is a heterotetrameric protein composed of one α and
one β subunit, which form the catalytic core to hydrolyze cyclic guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP) to GMP. Two γ subunits bind the α and β heterodimer
and inhibit their hydrolytic activity. In the fourth step, active Gα interacts with
PDE, the γ subunits inhibition on the enzymatic activity of PDE is released. Finally
in the fifth and last step, PDE hydrolyses cGMP to GMP closing cGMP
nucleotide-gated ion channels and hyperpolarizing the cells [29].
Cyclic nucleotide gated channels in outer segments control the influx of calcium
ions (Ca2+) thereby keeping the photoreceptor cells constantly depolarized in
darkness. Intracellular cGMP levels determine whether these channels are open
or closed thereby controlling the influx of Ca2+ ions. In the depolarized state,
photoreceptors

continually

release

glutamate

neurotransmitter

at

the

photoreceptor synaptic cleft. In contrast, in the presence of light, as cGMP is
hydrolyzed to GMP by PDE, the intracellular levels of cGMP decrease. As a
result cyclic nucleotide gated channels close, Ca2+ influx ceases and the cell
hyperpolarizes. In the hyperpolarized state the release of glutamate is reduced
proportionally to the intensity of the light stimulus [30]. This adaptive response of
glutamate release to light signal, is carried to second order neurons such as the
bipolar cells (Fig. 3B).

1.4	
  The	
  light	
  signal;	
  a	
  brief	
  look	
  at	
  the	
  path	
  from	
  the	
  retina	
  to	
  the	
  brain	
  
1.4.1	
  Light	
  signal	
  propagation	
  in	
  the	
  retina	
  
The ability to resolve an image is an important component of vertebrate
vision. After light is detected by photoreceptors, as described in the previous
section, several ON and OFF pathways in the retina process the light information.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram to show the path of light through the retina and the path of the
electrochemical signal relayed through different inner retinal cells. OFF cone bipolar (cb) cells
synapse with OFF ganglion cells (GC) at the inner plexiform layer (IPL) strata a. In contrast, ON
cone bipolar cells synapse with ON ganglion cells at IPL strata b. ON rod bipolar (rb) cells do not
form synapses with ganglion cells but relay light information through gap junctions (white arrow
with red star) between AII amacrine (AII) and ON cb cells, to ON ganglion cells. White arrows
represent the chemical synapses between different neurons in the IPL.
Figure: adapted from Nelson R and Kolb H Visual Neurosciences Vol 1 [31].

The first neurons to process this light information are the bipolar cells.
Generally, there are two types of bipolar cells; ON center and OFF center bipolar
cells (Fig. 4). Rod photoreceptor cells only connect with ON rod bipolar cells
(RBC) whereas cones can synapse with ON and OFF cone bipolar cells (CBC)
[32]. ON center bipolar cells depolarize and become activated when light
activates rod photoreceptor cells and hyperpolarize (deactivate) when light is in
the surrounding region. OFF center bipolar cells act in an opposite manner,
deactivating when light is in the center of their receptive field and activating when
light is in the surround [33]. To further process the light stimulus, horizontal cells
in the INL exert lateral inhibition on neighboring bipolar cells surrounding central
region of highest light activated response. The function of this lateral inhibition is
thought to aid the generation of contrast at edges of images [32].
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The next cells to process the light information are the amacrine cells. Light
from cone photoreceptors converge directly from CBC to ganglion cells in the
GCL layer. This is not the case for rod photoreceptor signals, which are relayed
from RBC to amacrine cell types. In particular, AII and A17 amacrine sub-families
relay rod light responses to ganglion cells via gap junctions and chemical
synapses in CBC [34]. Amacrine cells are also involved in the lateral information
processing.
Much like with bipolar cells, there are also ON and OFF ganglion cells that
respond differently to light information within their receptive fields. The crucial
difference here to bipolar cells is that instead of responding by either
hyperpolarization or depolarization, ganglion cells modulate their neuronal action
potentials. ON center ganglion cells increase the number of action potentials
when light stimulus is within their receptive field whereas OFF center ganglion
cells in this case would reduce the action potentials.

1.4.2	
  Overview	
  of	
  the	
  visual	
  pathway	
  
Apart from the retinal tissue we also possess a complex neuronal
machinery in the brain to decode the images that we see. This visual pathway
describes the route and processing stages that light information takes from the
retina to the brain.
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Figure 5. Diagram to show how light information from different visual hemifields are relayed from
the retina to the visual cortex. The visual environment is subdivided into right and left hemifields
and each hemifield quadrant is given a different color. The color-coding in the retina that receive
light from a particular hemifield, is matched by the colors used in the hemifield quadrants. The
light information, from the retina to the visual cortex, is also color-coded according to the quadrant
colors to visualize the path of the light stimulus. Briefly, ganglion cell axons pass through the optic
chiasm to form synaptic connections with neurons in the geniculate nucleus. Neurons from the
geniculate nucleus subsequently relay light information to the visual cortex at the back of the
brain. R: right, RLQ: right lower quadrant, LLQ: left lower quadrant, LUQ: left upper quadrant,
RUQ: right upper quadrant.
Figure: from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina.

Our visual world can be divided into right and left visual hemifields, which
can be further subdivided into superior and inferior visual fields (Fig. 5). Light
from the right hemifield reaches the nasal retina of the right eye and the temporal
retina of the left eye. Light from the left hemifield is recognized by the temporal
retina of the right eye and the nasal retina of the left eye. Light from the
overlapping hemifields in the center, represents an area in vision with the highest
visual acuity in primates. This is because light from this area is focused onto the
fovea, which contains the highest density of cones. Each cone photoreceptor
forms a synapse with one bipolar cell and subsequently with one ganglion cell.
This direct path, from cone to ganglion cells, allows the processing of individual
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cone light signals by the brain and contributes to our high visual acuity at the
fovea.
Light information travels from the retina through the optic nerve along
retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons. Axons from the left nasal retina cross over at
the optic chiasm and bundles with the right temporal axons and pass along the
right optic tract. Axons from the right nasal retina also cross over at the optic
chiasm to meet with axons from the left temporal retina to form the left optic tract
(Fig. 5). In this way RGC axons carrying image information from the left or right
visual hemifields are carried together along the right or left optic tract,
respectively [35]. RGC axons in the optic tract project to several structures in the
brain; most axons project to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and some
project either to the superior colliculus, suprachiasmatic nucleus or the pretectum.
Each of these regions has a particular function for example in the control of the
pupillary light reflex (pretectum), coordinating eye movements (superior
colliculus) or controlling circadian rhythms in light-dark cycles (suprachiasmatic
nucleus). The LGN, however, is the first visual processing center in our brain; the
right LGN receives left hemifield inputs and the right LGN receives left hemifield
visual inputs. In primates the LGN is divided into 6 layers receiving visual inputs
from both eyes in a spatially conserved manner. Nerve fibers relay the processed
visual information to the visual cortex at the back of the brain. From there the
visual information is used for more complex tasks such as recognition or motion
detection

1.5	
  Retinal	
  Development	
  
As already mentioned, the retina is a highly organized and multi-cellular
tissue that originates from a pool of multipotent retinal progenitor cells. These
progenitors have to undergo several important developmental steps; expand by
cell division, exit the cell cycle, differentiate to a particular cell fate and migrate to
the correct location (Fig. 6A). These processes involve controlled internal and
external molecular mechanisms that have been the target of intense study, some
of which will be briefly discussed here.
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Figure 6. The different developmental steps and states of compentence, that lead progenitor cells
to form the mature retina. (A) Morphologies of retinal progenitors and how different developmental
steps are required to generate a mature laminated retina. (B) Scheme to show how retinal
progenitors exhibit different competence states in which they can become different retinal cells.
The cellular environment is depicted as changing with the generation of new post mitotic cells.
Figure: (A) left picture adapted from Koike C et al J. Neurosci. 2005 [36] and righ picture S.R.
Heynen and C. Grimm, (B) adapted from Cepko CL., 1999 Curr. Opin. Neurobiol.[37]

1.5.1	
  Intrinsic	
  and	
  extrinsic	
  factors	
  
Intrinsic factors are believed to be important in defining the competence of
retinal progenitor cells towards a particular cell fate. The role of transcription
factors in intrinsic control of progenitor fate has been studied the most. Each
competent state is transient and is programmed to generate a certain set of
retinal cell types before progressing to another competent state (Fig. 6B). The
progenitor cell environment changes with the progression to different competent
states and the generation of new post mitotic cells (Fig. 6B). Such changes can
have influences on progenitor cell fate in the current or next state [37].
One of the earliest factors involved in defining cells, which will become
the retina are called the eyefield transcription factors. These transcription factors
such as paired homeobox gene 6 (Pax6), retina and anterior neural fold
homeobox (Rax) and sine oculis-related homeobox 3 (Six3), are important for
retinal progenitor proliferation as well as cell fate specification. For example,
Marquardt and colleagues conditionally ablated PAX6 expression in the mouse
optic cup and the ciliary marginal zone (CMZ). This resulted in the development
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of an amacrine dominated retina and the absence of other neuronal cell types
[38]. Expression of pro neural genes such as the murine ortholog of atonal
(Math5) important for ganglion cell fate was not expressed, whereas expression
of neurogenic differentiation 1 (NeuroD1) responsible for amacrine fate was
unaffected. Interestingly, in this study Marquardt and colleagues utilized the α
element of the Pax6 promoter [39] to drive cre recombinase expression in retinal
progenitors from E10.5 onwards [38]. We utilized this α-Cre deleter mouse line in
our studies to investigate the role of RAC1 and CDC42 in post natal
development.

Table 1. Intrinsic factors involved in defining retinal cell types in the mouse
Cell type

Transcription factors References

Ganglion

Math5, Brn3 Pax6, Ath5

[40], [41], [38],
[42]

Horizontal

Math3, Pax6

[43], [38]

Amacrine

NeuroD, Pax6, Six3

[44], [38], [45]

Photoreceptor

Crx, Nrl, Otx2

[46], [47], [48]

Bipolar

Mash1 Vsx2 (Chx10)

[49], [50]

Müller glia

Hes1, Hes5

[51], [52]

Much attention has also been given to intrinsic transcription factors that
are important for generating specific cell types (Table 1). Ablation of factors such
as Math5 [53] or neural retina leucine zipper (Nrl) [47] have clearly shown that
these are important to generate ganglion and rod photoreceptor cells,
respectively. Evidence suggests that these transcription factors might interact
with cell cycle components to induce cell cycle exit. For example, it was shown
that the cell cycle inhibitor, p27Xic, in Xenopus progenitor cells accumulates over
time to a point were it initiates cell cycle exit. This threshold is reached at late
stages of retinogenesis and drives the production of Müller glia. However, coexpression p27Xic with Ath5 in progenitors drives these cells to exit the cell cycle
and generate ganglion cells [42]. Therefore, molecular systems exist in which
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intrinsic factors together with cell cycle proteins define the generation of retinal
cell types.
Extrinsic factors seem to play an important role in mitotic or post mitotic
cell fate decisions. Several secreted factors such as ciliary neurotrophic factor
(CNTF), epidermal growth factor (EGF) and Sonic hedgehog (Shh) have been
studied intensely initially in vitro in their role in retinal cell fate [54]. In classical coculture experiments, it was found that external factors can promote or reduce the
generation of particular retinal cell types. For example, mixing E16 retinal cells
with postnatal day (PND) 0 cells resulted in the overproduction of cone
photoreceptor cells and a reduction of amacrine cells from the E16 progenitor
cells. This suggests that the environmental signal at PND 0 was to promote the
rod photoreceptor cell fate. In E16 cells, this signal drove progenitors to generate
more cone photoreceptor and less amacrine cells [55]. These external factors
were hypothesized to act in two ways; 1) post mitotic neurons produce factors
that can drive progenitors to regulate cell fate choices. For example, the
expression of sonic hedgehog (Shh) and growth/dfferentiation factor 11 (GDF11)
by newly differentiated RGC cells, act as negative feedback signals to prevent the
overproduction of ganglion cells [56, 57]. 2) Extrinsic factors may act on post
mitotic cells to control cell fate. Such evidence was provided through the study
CNTF and leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF). These data showed that cells fated to
become rod photoreceptors were promoted to express features of bipolar cells
[58, 59].
In addition to intrinsic and extrinsic cell signaling, Notch signaling
represents an intercellular cue that can determine cell fates. Delta and Notch are
transmembrane proteins that act intercellularily to direct cell fate [60]. The
expression of delta is controlled by the expression of pro-neural genes. Cells in
which pro-neural genes are highly expressed also have high amounts of delta.
Notch on the other hand, represses expression of pro-neural genes and
maintains cells in an undifferentiated state. Notch is the receptor for delta; upon
activation notch intracellular signaling inhibits neuronal differentiation. This
interplay between differentiating neuronal cells expressing delta and acting on
neighboring cells to inhibit neuronal differentiation through notch, is thought to be
important to keep a heterogeneous population of cells. Therefore cells with high
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delta expression will differentiate to a neuronal fate whereas cells with high notch
activity will become Müller glia [61-63].
In summary, retinal progenitors change their competencies towards
particular retinal cell fates over time. These competence states are defined by
intrinsic factors. Within a particular competence state, the development of a
particular cell type is regulated by extrinsic factors.

1.5.2	
  Adherens	
  junctions	
  and	
  nuclear	
  migration	
  in	
  retinal	
  neuroepithelia	
  
During retinal development, cells in the neuroepithelium adhere apically
and basally for apico-basal nuclear migration (Fig. 7). Adherens junctions found
apically

and

focal

adhesions

found

basally

in

the

developing

retinal

neuroepithelium (Fig. 7A) connect neighboring cells to the actin cytoskeleton and
provide tissue stability [64]. Retinal cell nuclei migrate along elongated processes
of neuroepithelial cells to their correct tissue location [65]. This is an important
process to generate a stratified retina.
Apically localized adherens junctions develop into the outer limiting
membrane (OLM) in the mature retina. The outer limiting membrane forms
between processes of Müller glia and photoreceptor cells [66]. Recent studies
have shown that adherens junction proteins such as β catenin (CATB), N
cadherin (NCAD) and atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) as well as other proteins
of the OLM such as Crumbs (CRB) are important for retinal lamination. Ablation
of any of these junction proteins resulted in a severely disorganized retina [36,
67-69]. The exact mechanism for the generation of such a disorganized retinal
tissue is still unclear, but may involve disturbed apico-basal migration of mitotic or
post mitotic cells during retinal development.
Two forms of cell migration have been identified to occur during retinal
development (Fig. 7B+C). During progenitor cell division, retinal soma move
between apical and basal positions according to their cell cycle stage in a
process called interkinetic nuclear migration (IKNM) (Fig. 7B). While the reason
for IKNM is not clearly understood several hypothesis are proposed by Baye and
Link [70].
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1) Movements of interphase nuclei may provide more space for M-phase nuclei to
divide at apical positions while maintaining adherens junctions.
2) IKNM may modulate progenitor cell fates through apico-basal gradients of
various factors as has been in the case of Notch-Delta in chicken retinas [71].

Figure 7. Cell-cell junctions and neuronal migrations during retinal development. (A) Apically
localized adherens junctions and basally localized focal adhesions support retinal progenitor cells
in the developing retinal neuroepithelium. Proteins such as β catenin (CATB), N cadherin (NCAD),
Crumbs (CRB) complex proteins and atypical protein kinase (aPKC) are apically localized and
involved in adherens junction structure and formation. (B and C) Schematic diagram showing two
types of migrations found in the retina during development. (B) Interkinetic nuclear migration
describes the movement of retinal progenitor cells between apical and basal neuroepithelial
positions, which depend on the cell cycle. In contrast, nuclear translocation (C) for example in a
post mitotic differentiating retinal ganglion cell (RGC), is the movement of the cell nucleus basally
to form the ganglion cell layer.
Figure: adapted from Baye LM and Link BA, 2008 Brain Research [70]

Nuclear translocation in the retina is the second form of cell movement
occurring after terminal mitosis (Fig. 7C). This type of movement occurs to
position post mitotic retinal cells in the correct tissue position [70]. In contrast to
IKNM, nuclear translocation involves migration of the cell soma and is not reliant
on the cell cycle. Apical and basal processes are maintained for this type of
movement and are released when the cell soma has reached its destination.

1.5.3	
  Retinal	
  vasculature	
  development	
  
The retina is one of the most metabolically active tissues in our body. The
elaborate retinal and choroidal vasculature ensures that all retinal cells as well as
the pigment epithelium receive adequate oxygen and nutrients for their function.
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As mentioned earlier, the retinal vasculature supplies the inner retina and some
photoreceptors most probably at the boundary to the OPL. The choroidal
vasculature on the other hand, caters for the RPE and the majority of
photoreceptors [8]. Also, as the retina represents an immune privileged site,
endothelial cells in the retinal vasculature contain tight junctions and form close
contacts with astrocytes, pericytes and Müller glial cells to form the blood retinal
barrier (BRB). The BRB is also maintained in the outer retina through barriers
such as the Bruch’s membrane and the RPE [9].

Figure 8. Diagram showing formation of the different vasculatures during retinal development. (A)
In the murine embryonic retina, the hyaloid vasculature (hv) supplied by the hyaloid artery
connects with the choroidal net (ch) and supplies the developing neuroepithelium with nutrients.
Around birth the hyaloid vessels regress and are replaced by the primary plexus and thereafter by
deeper plexi (dp) vessels. (B) Retinal morphology of a mature mouse showing the three plexi of
the retinal vasculature and how they are temporally formed. In C57BL/6 mice the primary plexus
emerges from the optic nerve at birth and reaches the retinal periphery at postnatal day (d) 8. The
outer plexus forms next between 8-12d and the intermediate plexus forms last between 12-15d.
Figure: (A) Fruttiger M., 2007 Angiogenesis [8], (B) S.R. Heynen and C. Grimm.

During retinal development in the mouse, the vasculature undergoes
several dramatic changes. The hyaloid vessels found in the vitreous, provide the
first metabolic support for the retina. Later, the hyaloid vasculature regresses to
be replaced by a more complex retinal vasculature (Fig. 8A). The primary plexus
in mice is formed shortly after birth and reaches the retinal periphery at PND 8.
Formation of the primary plexus is dependant on the astrocytic network that
provides guidance cues [72] and a framework for sprouting endothelial cells [73].
Endothelial cells sprout from the primary plexus along Müller glia processes [74]
to form two parallel vascular beds (Fig. 8B). The deeper plexus in the OPL is
formed first between 8-12d and the intermediate plexus found in the IPL, forms
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last between 12-15d after birth in the mouse. As a last step, the retinal
vasculature undergoes strengthening or pruning, in which vessels are either
maintained or removed, respectively. These complex processes during retinal
vasculature development are essential in order to metabolically support cells in
the mature retina.

1.6	
  Blinding	
  diseases	
  in	
  humans	
  
Loss of vision in humans is an increasing global problem and several
ocular diseases can lead to blindness. Population based surveys have shown
that between 1978 and 1995, the number of blind people worldwide increased
from 28 million to 45 million [75, 76]. Projections by some suggest that by 2020, if
health services to treat blindness do not improve, up to 76 million people could be
affected globally [77]. The most common diseases leading to irreversible
blindness are glaucoma, cataract, age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and
diabetic retinopathy [75]. However, there are many more causes of blindness
such as retinal detachment and retinitis pigmentosa (RP), which to the individual
is equally detrimental. Here we will address AMD and RP in more detail since
these are diseases of most interest in our lab.

1.6.1	
  Age-‐related	
  macular	
  degeneration	
  (AMD)	
  
Age-related macular degeneration is described as the loss of central vision
(Fig. 9B) through pathological processes in the macular region, generally in
patients above the age of 50. Currently 8 million people in America have been
diagnosed with AMD [78] and this number is expected to increase steadily. The
first clinical sign of AMD is the abnormal accumulation of drusen and changes in
hypo and hyperpigmentation of RPE cells (Fig. 9A). Two advanced forms of AMD
exist that are detrimental to vision; dry (geograpic atrophy) and wet (exudative)
AMD. Dry AMD is the more common form seen in patients and is not as
detrimental to vision as compared to the wet form. Statistically, however, most
legal blindness originates from AMD patients exhibiting the wet form. While dry
AMD is mainly characterized by a geographic loss of RPE cells in the macular
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region, wet AMD additionally shows immigration of bloods vessels into the retina
from the choroid. Patients with choroidal neovascularisation were found to have
elevated levels of vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) in RPE cells of
the macula [79]. As a result targeting VEGFA is currently used and continually
investigated as a treatment for wet AMD.

Figure 9. Different forms of age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and the consequences on
vision. (A) Fundoscopy pictures of patients with a healthy retina (left), a retina with dry (middle)
and wet AMD (right). (B) Pictures showing normal vision (top) and blurred central vision in an
AMD patient (bottom). (C) Diagram showing changes occurring in the ruysch complex (retinal
pigment epithelium, bruchs membrane and choroid) between a young child (left image) and an old
person (right image). Some of the changes highlighted in the 80 year old person such as
accumulation of A2E, drusen formation and changes in bruchs membrane have been associated
with AMD pathology.
Figure: (A) Healthy fundus (http://www.westsideoptometrynow.com/category/eye-examination/)
and AMD fundus (http://www.thelondonproject.org/OurVision/TheDisease/?id=74), (B) adapted
from http://eyesforlife.co.za/types-of-retinal-degeneration/, (C) adapted from de Jong P., 2006 N
Engl J Med [80]
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Over a lifetime, RPE cells become increasingly burdened by incompletely
degraded photoreceptor outer segments in phagolysosomes. Some of these
lysosomal components become substrates for the formation of lipofuscin. The
retinoid A2E is the autofluorescent component of lipofuscin and is particularly
detrimental for RPE cells. In high concentrations, A2E can leak into the cytosol of
RPE cells [81] and can disturb normal lysosomal [82] and mitochondrial function
both of which can lead to RPE apoptosis [83]. Therefore, accumulation of A2E
over many years increases the metabolic burden on RPE cells (Fig. 9C). When
early stages of AMD progress to a more advanced stage causing the atrophy of
RPE cells and death, these autofluorescent A2E deposits disappear. For
Ophthalmologists this can be an indicator of advanced forms of AMD.
Changes in the Bruchs membrane are also characteristic of AMD
pathology (Fig. 9C). Bruchs membrane separates choriocapillaries from RPE
cells and is an important component of the BRB. With age basal laminar deposits
and drusen form and change the biochemical barrier properties of Bruchs
membrane [84]. These deposits hinder the molecular exchange between the RPE
and the choriocapillaries and decrease the supply of important nutrients to the
outer retina. This increases the metabolic burden to RPE cells leading to RPE
death and eventually to death of neighboring photoreceptors.
Many of the changes mentioned above seem to happen in the healthy
retina, however, the reasons why they turn pathological are still unclear.
Nonetheless, age [78], ethnicity [85, 86], smoking [87], genetic factors [88] and
immune responses [89] have all been linked to increased incidences of AMD.
For more than one decade, scientists have been investigating the genetic
link to AMD since it was clear from twin and familial studies that it is inheritable
[90, 91]. Strong genetic linkages to AMD have been found for the complement
factor H (CFH) gene and the genetic loci 10q26. At 10q26 particularly two genes
have gained specific attention: age-related maculopathy susceptibility gene 2
(ARMS2) and HtrA serine peptidase 1 (HTRA1) [88]. In comparison to CFH, very
little is known about ARMS2 and HTRA1 function in the retina, however,
polymorphisms are closely linked to patients with AMD. CFH, on the other hand,
is well known regulator of the alternative complement pathway regulating the
formation of C3 convertase. CFH is expressed in the human retina as well as in
several mouse ocular tissues, and is believed to play a regulatory role in
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preventing abberant complement activation [92]. The CFH polymorphism
Tyr402His has been shown to be linked to AMD and has been proposed to
account for 45% of cases of AMD in older patients [93, 94]. This polymorphism is
believed to affect binding of CFH with c reactive protein, which is important in the
regulation of the complement pathway [95]. Abberrant control of complement
pathway and the resulting bystander tissue damage is thought to be one of the
primary mechanisms in the development of AMD.
Whilst there are some clinical trials for dry AMD, most therapeutical
products on the market today are for the treatment of the wet form. The most
recent therapeutic approach targets vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
which has been shown to be involved in the choroidal neovascularization in the
macular region. The most effective ophthalmological anti-VEGF treatments on the
market today are ranibizumab (Lucentis, Genentech) and bevacizumab (Avastin,
Genentech).

1.6.2	
  Retinitis	
  pigmentosa	
  (RP)	
  
Retinitis pigmentosa is caused by a heterogenous set of inherited diseases
that can lead to the loss of vision. Approximately 1 in 4000 people in the world
are affected by RP, which accounts to more than 1 million affected individuals
worldwide. Most forms for RP result in the degeneration of both rod and cone
photoreceptors although in most RP rods degenerate before cones [96]. The first
signs of RP (rod-cone RP) is night blindness in which individuals begin to loose
their vision in very low lighting conditions due to the degeneration of rod
photoreceptor cells. Nyctalopia, may be a consequence of loosing night vision, as
patients report the feeling of being “lost” especially in dimly lit outdoor
environments [97]. Changes in intraretinal pigmentation can often be seen in a
RP patients examined by fundoscopy (Fig. 10A). This is the result of RPE cells
invading the retina as photoreceptors degenerate. As a consequence of cell
death beginning in the periphery, patients with RP will most often develop tunnel
vision (Fig. 10B). Eventually even the central retinal region becomes affected and
degenerates leading to complete blindness.
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Figure 10. Changes in retinal fundoscopy and field of vision in retinitis pigmentosa (RP). (A)
Fundus pictures of a healthy retina (left) and a retina with RP (right). Changes in pigmentation in
the periphery is due to invading pigment epithelial cells into the degenerating photoreceptor layer.
(B) Photoreceptor degeneration in the retinal periphery of RP patients leads to tunnel vision.
Figure: (A) Healthy fundus (http://www.isoptik.com/isoptiken/page.php?id=88) and RP fundus
(http://www.dizziness-and-balance.com/disorders/visual/retinitis%20pigmentosa.html), (B)
adapted from http://eyesforlife.co.za/types-of-retinal-degeneration/

RP can be inherited either as an autosomal dominant, autosomal
recessive or X-linked form. Other forms of RP can occur as part of a systemic
disease for which Usher syndrome and Bardet-Biedl syndrome are examples
[98]. Even though our knowledge of the causative genes that lead to RP is
extensive, mutations in these known genes account only for 60% of cases of RP
patients [96]. The genes linked to RP come from a wide range of functional
backgrounds, with roles in the cytoskeleton, phototransduction, vitamin A
metabolism and ciliary transport. In addition, gene mutations are not always
clearly identifiable with a single phenotype, thus mutations in a gene may
generate a similar phenotype whereas different phenotypes may be linked to a
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single mutation. Therefore, there is a gap in knowledge that needs to be bridged
in order to develop suitable therapeutic approaches for RP patients.
Currently RP is still incurable, yet there are several strategies being used
or being developed to treat the disease. Dietary supplementation is used in some
cases to slow the rate of degeneration in RP patients. One of the most well
studied supplements being used is Vitamin A palmitate. Studies have shown that
a 15’000U/d dose was able to decrease the rate of ERG reduction [99] while
being physiologically safe at such high doses [100]. The exact mechanism of
vitamin A palmitate to reduce the rate of degeneration is unknown although
Vitamin A itself is an important precursor to synthesize the visual chromophore of
photoreceptors [101]. Regardless of the unknown, the National Eye Institute
continues to support the use of Vitamin A palmitate dietary supplementation for
adult RP patients.
Gene therapy is also developed to treat specific forms of RP. Gene
replacement is used in autosomal recessive RP whereas shut off of mutant gene
strategy is used in autosomal dominant RP cases. A recent trial in which adenoassociated viral transduction of RPE cells with RPE65 were performed in patients
with Leber congenital amaurosis, showed some improvement in visual function
[102]. Also the use of ribozymes in a rat model of adRP could sufficiently reduce
the levels of the mutant transcript to preserve vision [103].
A more broader approach is being utilized by others, which use trophic
factors to treat a variety of different RP diseases. Currently, ciliary neurotrophic
factor (CNTF) is tested in clinical trials to be used as a treatment for RP patients.
Even though these treatments show an improvement in visual acuity,
photoreceptor apoptosis continues albeit slower [104].
Several other strategies in the form of cell transplantation [105], retinal
protheses [106] and optogenetics [107] are also under investigation as viable
options to treat RP. Overall, it is promising to see such a wide variety of treatment
options being pursued which should at the end give the patient several
therapeutical choices.
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1.7	
  Animal	
  models	
  to	
  study	
  retinal	
  degeneration	
  
Majority of our understanding about the molecular mechanisms of different
retinal diseases has come from animal studies. There are many different animal
models being used to study retinal degeneration such as chicken [108], rat [109],
dog [110], fly [111], zebrafish [112] and mouse [113] to name a few. Since our
laboratory works mostly with mice, we will describe some of our most frequently
used mouse models to study retinal degeneration.

Figure 11. Inducible and inherited mouse models of retinal degeneration. (A) Retinal
morphologies of light exposed mice at different time points after exposure. (B) Model for
autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa in which expression a mutated rhodopsin gene (V20G,
P23H, P27L; VPP) results in a slow degeneration of photoreceptors. (C) Mouse model for
autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa (Rd10), harboring a missense mutation in β subunit of
the rod phosphodiesterase, which results in a faster retinal degeneration in comparison to VPP.
INL: inner nuclear layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer.
Figure: S.R. Heynen and C. Grimm
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1.7.1	
  Inducible	
  (Light	
  damage)	
  mouse	
  model	
  
Exposure to toxic levels of white light is an inducible model to study
photoreceptor cell death. Exposure to white light between 5-13 klux for 1-2 hours
initiates a, more or less, synchronized cell death program that can be divided into
4 phases; induction, death signal propagation, execution and clearance of
photoreceptor debris [114]. The severity of cell death is adjustable by changing
the duration or the intensity of light exposure.
Toxic levels of white light have been shown to lead to a fast progression of
photoreceptor degeneration. Pyknotic nuclei are already seen by 12 hours after
light exposure and disintegration of inner and outer segments of photoreceptors
are especially noticeable 36 hours after light exposure (Fig. 11A). The peak of
photoreceptor apoptosis has been shown to be around 36 hours after light
exposure [114]. Thereafter, retinal microglia become activated and blood bourne
macrophages immigrate into the retina to clear photoreceptor debris [115]. By 10
days after light exposure almost no photoreceptor nuclei remain (Fig. 11A).
The progression of photoreceptor cell death due to light-induced
degeneration

has

been

intensely

studied.

Research

has

shown

that

photoreceptor apoptosis in an acute light exposure protocol depends on the
visual cycle. Experiments with RPE65-/- mice, which lack the key enzyme for
regeneration of 11-cis-retinal, were found to be resistant to light-induced cell
death [116]. Experiments with halothane treated mice showed that these retinas
were resistant to photoreceptor apoptosis [117]. Halothane is an anesthetic that
competes with 11-cis-retinal for the binding with the opsin molecule [118] to
prevent rhodopsin regeneration. Also, mice carrying a methionine variant at
position 450 compared to a leucine, were shown to have a slower rhodopsin
regeneration kinetic and were more resistant to light induced degeneration [119].
Together these studies showed that photoreceptor apoptosis in the acute light
exposure model required the visual cycle and the repeated regeneration of
rhodopsin. Interestingly, continuous exposure to moderate levels of white light
induced photoreceptor apoptosis mediated by proteins of the phototransduction
pathway such as GNAT1α [120, 121]. This showed that at least two different
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mechanisms for photoreceptor degeneration due to light exposure exists, one
involving the visual cycle and one involving the phototransduction cascade [122].

1.7.2	
  Inherited	
  mouse	
  models	
  
Many inherited models of RP were generated to study in more detail the
pathological mechanisms in these diseases. Unlike light induced degeneration,
inherited models have mutations in the same proteins that were linked to RP in
humans and may therefore reflect the human pathology better.
Mutations in the rhodopsin gene are commonly found in patients with
autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (adRP). To study the molecular
mechanisms of photoreceptor degeneration due to mutations in rhodopsin, many
mouse models for adRP were developed [25], one of which will be described here
in more detail (Fig. 11B). This mouse expresses a transgene of rod opsin
mutated at positions Val-20→Gly, Pro23→His and Pro27→Leu (V20G, P23H,
P27L; VPP). This mouse has a relatively slow photoreceptor degeneration
beginning around postnatal day 15. By 20 weeks of age only a single row of
photoreceptors can be found (Fig. 11B) and by 35 weeks no photoreceptors
remain [123]. The exact mechanisms involved in photoreceptor death in this
transgenic animals is still under investigation, however, there is some evidence to
suggest that incorrect folding, trafficking or accumulation of rod opsin mutant
protein may be involved [124].
Many forms of recessive RP have been linked to mutations in the cGMPphosphodiesterase (PDE) gene [25]. Retinal degeneration 1 (rd 1) and rd10 are
mouse models with mutations in β subunit of PDE leading to photoreceptor
degeneration. Rd1 contains a naturally occurring nonsense mutation that leads to
a rapid photoreceptor apoptosis beginning at PND8 until PND21 [125]. Rd10, on
the other hand, has a missense mutation in β-subunit of PDE and results in a
slower degeneration. In rd10 mice, photoreceptor cell death begins around
PND15 and concludes around PND54 [126] (Fig. 11C). In the rd1 mouse, it is
clear that Pde6b mutation causes elevation of intracellular cGMP, however the
connection between cGMP and apoptosis is still unclear. For some time it was
believed to be due to intracellular accumulation of Ca2+ and several studies have
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shown evidence for [127] and against [128]. Nevertheless, the exact role of
elevated intracellular Ca2+ in photoreceptor degeneration in rd1 is still under
investigation [129].

1.8	
  Rho	
  GTPases	
  
Rho GTPases are a large family of proteins with a variety of cell functions.
RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 1 (RAC1), cell division cycle 42 (CDC42)
and RAS homolog gene family member A (RHOA) are the classical and most well
studied small GTPase proteins out of the 25 proteins known to date [130]. Their
cellular functions range from the modulation of the cytoskeleton [131] to
apoptosis [132] and development [133].
They are well known as molecular switches for their ability to cycle between
active and inactive states. A highly conserved GTP-binding domain allows the
Rho GTPases to bind to both guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and guanosine
diphosphate (GDP). Most of the Rho GTPase proteins have weak GTP hydrolytic
activity, which is enhanced by GTPase-activating proteins (GAP). As a result of
the hydrolysis of GTP to GDP through the aid of GAP proteins, Rho GTPases
switch to an inactive state (Fig. 12). In the GDP state, guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEF) can replace GDP for new GTP thereby switching the
protein to an active state [134]. In addition, most Rho GTPases are post
translationally modified through prenylation at the carboxy-terminal end of the
protein. This lipid modification allows Rho GTPases to anchor themselves to the
cell membrane, where most of their functions are performed. However, a large
portion of Rho GTPase protein can be found suspended in the cytosol bound
together with guanine-nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDI) (Fig. 12). Rho GDI
proteins are inhibitory regulators of Rho GTPases, holding them essentially
inactive in the cytosol [135].
The next section will focus primarily on introducing RAC1 and CDC42, as they
are the two main proteins of focus in my thesis.
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Figure 12. Scheme to show the Rho GTPase cycle. Receptor activated signaling can act on Rho
guanine-nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDI), GTPase-activating proteins (GAP) or guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEF) to change the activation state of Rho GTPase proteins. When
bound to guanosine diphosphate (GDP) Rho GTPases are inactive and when bound to guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) they are active. In this cycle, GAP proteins enhance the GTP hydrolysis to
GDP, whereas GEF proteins exchange GDP for new GTP. Rho GDI on the other hand,
sequesters GTPase proteins in the cytosol keeping them in an inactive state. Active Rho
GTPases are usually found at the plasma membrane and are able to bind to a range of effector
proteins to elicit a myriad of cellular functions.
Figure: adapted from Mackay DJ and Hall A., 1998 J Biol Chem [136]

In the active state, Rho GTPases bind to a variety of effector proteins such as
p21 activated kinases (PAK), mixed lineage kinases (MLK), partitioning defective
(PAR) complex proteins and Rho-associated kinases (ROCK) to propagate
intracellular signaling involved in a variety of cellular functions [137-142].

1.8.1	
  Modulators	
  of	
  the	
  cellular	
  cytoskeleton	
  
The most well studied cellular function of Rho GTPases is their modulation
of the cellular cytoskeleton. Rho GTPase signaling to the cytoskeleton can lead to
the generation of cell protrusions called lamellipodia and filopodia (Fig 13).
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Murine ablation of CDC42 in embryonic stem cells [143], neurons [144] and
embryonic fibroblasts [145] has consistently shown lack of filopodial processes.
This and other studies with dominant negative and dominant active forms of
CDC42 confirm the intricate link between filopodial formation and CDC42
signaling. Similarly, RAC1-null Schwann cells [146], endothelial cells [147] and
platelets [148] all showed abnormal lamellipodia suggesting a close relationship
between RAC1 signaling and formation of lamellipodia.

Figure 13. Structure, signaling and physiological function of lamellipodia and filopodia. (A) RAC1
and CDC42 intracellular signaling to modulate the cytoskeleton to generate lamellipodia or
filopodia, respectively. (B) In neuronal growth cone guidance, lamellipodia aid in the migration of
the growth cone whereas filopodia are thought to be environmental sensors determining the
direction of movement.
Figure: Heasman SJ and Ridley AJ., 2008 Nat Rev Mol Cel Biol [149]

Rho GTPases such as RAC1 and CDC42, act indirectly to modulate the
cytoskeleton through several effector proteins (Fig. 13). Activated RAC1 or
CDC42 has been shown to interact with effector proteins such as mammalian
diaphanous 2 (mDIA2), PAK, wiskott-aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) and
WASP-family verprolin-homologous protein (WAVE) (Fig. 13). These effector
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proteins propagate Rho signals to proteins such as cofilin and actin related
protein 2/3 (ARP2/3) (Fig. 13) that can have a direct modulatory effect on the
cytoskeleton.
Cell protrusions such as filopodia and lamellipodia have important
guidance and migratory functions. In neurons, filopodial projections have been
shown to sense environmental cues and guide neuronal axons to their proper
target [150]. Without such directed migration, development of correct synaptic
connections may be disturbed. Also, lamellipodia, which form the growth cone
structure (Fig. 13), are also important for neuronal guidance. Environmental
signals induce cytoskeletal rearrangements in the growth cone allowing it turn
towards an attractive cue [151]. Ablation of Rho GTPases, such as CDC42,
involved in the formation of these structures, has been shown to lead to a
reduced number of axons formed and reduced cortex size [144]. Therefore, the
modulation of the cytoskeleton by Rho GTPases, seems to be important in
aspects of CNS development.
The function of Rho GTPases in the retina is not well understood yet
studies on photoreceptors have shed some light. Photoreceptor cells are highly
specialized cells able to detect light in one cellular compartment and act as
neurons, through synaptic transmission of the light signal, in another
compartment. Such cellular compartmentalization may be achieved through
control of the photoreceptor cytoskeleton. Disrupting actin polymerization with
cytochalasin D in the rabbit and xenopus retina, disrupted the generation of
photoreceptor outer segment discs [152, 153]. These studies showed the
importance of the actin cytoskeleton in outer segment disc morphogenesis. Even
though Rho GTPases are well known modulators of the actin cytoskeleton, as
described above, relatively little is known about their function in the photoreceptor
cell. A lot of what we know today originates from studies of rhabdomeric
photoreceptors. For example, several studies on octopus photoreceptors have
shown that Rho GTPases regulate rhabdomeric length in a light dependant
manner. These changes in length were mediated by modulations of actin
microfilaments in the rhabdomeric microvilli [154, 155].
Unfortunately, the role of Rho GTPases in ciliated photoreceptors is still
unclear. Some evidence suggests that certain GTPases may be localized in the
photoreceptor outer segments. For example, RHOA was found to be able to bind
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to photoexcited rhodopsin [156] in an in vitro study with bovine outer segments.
Also, RAC1 activity was shown to be elevated in the membranous fraction of light
exposed bovine outer segments [157]. However, recent studies through the
conditional knockdown of RAC1 [158] and CDC42 [159] in rod photoreceptor
cells, showed that these proteins do not seem to play an important role in
structure and function of these photo-sensing cells in the mature retina. Such
discrepancies may be explained by functional redundancies with other GTPases
or by more specific functions of RAC1 and CDC42 in photoreceptors.
Nevertheless, more investigations need to be conducted to understand their
functions not only in photoreceptors but also generally in the retina.

1.8.2	
  Involvements	
  in	
  cell	
  death	
  
The role of Rho GTPases in apoptosis has been studied intensely
especially in tumour biology. One of the first indications of their involvement in
cell death came from experiments showing that overexpression of Rho proteins in
stable cell lines can induce apoptosis [160]. Since then studies have aimed at
specifically identifying the proteins of the Rho signaling cascade that can induce
cell death. For example, rho kinase (ROCK) proteins have been shown to
regulate cytoskeletal changes that are associated with tumor cell invasion and
metastasis. Inhibitors of ROCK were shown to have a remarkable capacity to
reduce tumor growth and metastasis. As a result, ROCK inhibitors are currently
being developed by several pharmaceutical companies [161]. While the reduction
in tumor size seems to suggest a link to cell death, other studies have clearly
shown that ROCK is also involved in pro-survival processes. The decisions for
either a pro-survival or pro-apoptotic signaling of ROCK are still unclear
suggesting that these effects are highly context dependant.
Recent evidence has emerged that Rho GTPase proteins may be involved
in developmental apoptosis. Interdigital programmed cell death (PCD) is a vital
apoptotic process for limb digit formation. Suzuki and colleagues, through a
conditional RAC1 knockout, were able to show that this Rho GTPase is crucial for
PCD in the formation of limb digits [162]. Also, developmental expression of an
inactive form of RHOA globally, showed that there was an increase in neurons in
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the somatosensory cortex. This increase in cell population was shown to be
linked to a reduced developmental apoptosis [163]. Lastly, Smits and colleagues
were able to show that a constitutively active form of CDC42, expressed in
human T cells resulted in elevated apoptosis in these cells [164].
In the retina, there is some evidence that Rho GTPases are involved in
both pro-survival and pro apoptotic processes. Studies in Drosophila showed that
a constitutively active protein form of Drac1, the Drosophila gene for Rac1, can
rescue rhodopsin knockout photoreceptor cells [165]. This interesting finding was
also tested in a mammalian model. Haruta and colleagues showed that
conditional ablation of RAC1 in rod photoreceptors protected these cells against
photo-oxidative damage [158]. This opposite result from the mouse study may in
part be explained by differences between rhabdomeric and mammalian
photoreceptor physiology and apoptotic signaling. Our study on the involvement
of CDC42 in photoreceptor degeneration revealed a perinuclear accumulation of
CDC42 in the ONL in all models of photoreceptor degeneration analyzed.
Conditional ablation of CDC42 in rod photoreceptors in the adult mouse,
however, showed no differences in apoptosis in an inducible and inherited model
of retinal degeneration [159]. This may suggest that CDC42 may have a more
specific role in photoreceptors related to stress response rather than decisions of
programmed cell death. Also, our study highlighted the functional differences that
can exist between RAC1 and CDC42, which classically have many overlapping
roles and the need to study these GTPases in a context dependant manner.

1.8.3	
  Developmental	
  functions	
  
Several

important

developmental

steps

for

neurons

require

the

cytoskeleton and the small GTPases that control it. Dendritic spines are small
mushroom shaped, actin rich protrusions on neuronal axons that form synapses
with neighboring neurons. In principal neurons, the majority of synaptic
connections originate from dendritic spines [166]. Rho GTPases, especially
RAC1, CDC42 and RHOA, are intricately linked with dendritic spine formation
and maintenance. In general, RAC1 and CDC42 signaling is involved in the
formation of dendritic spines whereas RHOA signaling results in spine retraction
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and loss [167]. Several diseases such as non syndromic mental retardation, are
associated with spine abnormalities resulting from mutations in genes involved in
Rho GTPase signaling [168].

Figure 14. CDC42 effector proteins and signaling involved in neuronal migration and polarity.
Effector proteins such as p21 activated kinase (PAK) and neural Wiskott-aldrich syndrome protein
(N-WASP) signal to cofilin or actin related protein 2/3 (ARP2/3) to influence actin dynamics during
migration. CDC42 signaling through polarity defective (PAR) and atypical protein kinase (aPKC)
proteins initiates formation of adherens junctions important to establish neuronal polarity.
Figure: adapted from Melendez J et al., 2011 J Biol Chem [169]

Neuronal migration and polarity is another important process involved in
CNS development as well as in retinal development (chapter 1.5.2). Much of our
understanding of cell polarity and cell-cell junctions come from studies in
epithelial cells. In epithelial cells, adherens junction formation and polarity are
initiated through the interaction between CDC42 and PAR proteins [170].
Conditional ablation of both CDC42 and RAC1 in the developing brain, were
shown to have profound changes in neuronal polarity and migration of neuronal
progenitor nuclei [144, 171, 172]. In particular, the loss of apically localized
adherens junctions due to CDC42 ablation, seemed to have severe
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consequences for neural progenitor IKNM. In addition, ablation of PAR3 and
aPKC in the retina were also found to mislocalize adherens junction proteins and
lead to mislocalization of progenitor cells. Therefore, this may suggest that
proteins involved in epithelial junction formation may have similar functions in the
developing neuroepithelium (Fig. 14).
Rho GTPases have also been found to have several important functions in
the development of the ocular system and photoreceptor morphogenesis. From
extensive studies in Drosophila, Rho signaling proteins have been found to be
important for processes such as photoreceptor guidance [173] and even
photoreceptor morphogenesis [174]. Less is known about their particular function
in the mammalian retina. To date, studies on Rho GTPase spatio-temporal
expression in chicken and mouse [175, 176] as well as CDC42 involvement in
optic cup invagination processes has been investigated [177]. In this thesis we
have investigated the role of RAC1 and CDC42 in photoreceptor degeneration as
well as their involvement in retinal tissue organization during development.
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2.	
  PhD	
  thesis	
  projects	
  	
  
Cell polarity and migration are important for tissue organization in
developing neuroepithelia (chapter 1.5.2). Formation of adherens junctions
between progenitor cells is a required step to establish apico-basal cellular
polarity. Cell polarity and adherens junction formation are intricately linked with
signaling of RAC1 and CDC42, which has been described extensively in epithelial
cells [170]. In the murine retina, adherens junctions are located apically in retinal
progenitors and in the outer limiting membrane in the mature retina and are
composed of proteins such as β catenin and Crumbs (CRB). Ablation of β catenin
in retinal progenitors led to a severe loss in retinal lamination [67]. Also,
mutations or complete knockout of CRB1 led to retinal disorganization in the
mouse. Interestingly, mutations in human CRB1 can be found in specific forms of
retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) [69, 178]. Even
though Rho GTPases are involved in cell polarity and adherens junction
formation very little research has been done to investigate the role of Rho
GTPases in retinal physiology and pathophysiology. Recent evidence by Haruta
and colleagues, however, showed that RAC1 is a pro-apoptotic factor in
photoreceptors after photo-oxidative damage [158], suggesting that GTPase
proteins can be involved in retinal degeneration. To further our understanding of
GTPases in the retina, we investigated RAC1 and CDC42 in different conditional
knockdown mouse models as described below:

2.1	
  CDC42	
  rod	
  photoreceptor	
  specific	
  knockdown	
  in	
  inducible	
  and	
  
inherited	
  models	
  of	
  photoreceptor	
  degeneration	
  
1. Study the consequence of CDC42 knockdown in rod photoreceptors for normal
retinal physiology and function.
2. Analyze CDC42 knockdown in the degenerating retina.
This was achieved through the use a rod photoreceptor specific knockdown of
CDC42: Cdc42flox/flox;opsincre.
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This study resulted in a first author publication included in chapter 3.1.1 of this
thesis.

2.2	
  Investigating	
  the	
  function	
  of	
  RAC1	
  and	
  CDC42	
  in	
  the	
  retina	
  
By pan retinal ablation of CDC42 and RAC1:
1. Study the consequences of CDC42 and RAC1 ablation at morphological,
functional and molecular level.
2. Analyze presence of adherens junctions in CDC42 and RAC1 knockdown
retinas.
3. Investigate expression of pro-survival and pro-apoptotic molecular factors.
We utilized Cdc42flox/flox;α-Cre and Rac1flox/flox;α-Cre mice, which generate a
CDC42 and RAC1 knockdown in the retinal periphery, respectively.
The analysis of CDC42 ablation in the retina has recently been submitted
for review in Neurobiology of Disease. The study of RAC1 in the retina could not
be concluded within the time frame of this thesis. Therefore, only morphological
and functional results for RAC1 ablation will be shown and discussed in this
thesis.
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3.	
  Results	
  
3.1	
  First	
  author	
  publications	
  
3.1.1	
  Retinal	
  degeneration	
  modulates	
  intracellular	
  localization	
  of	
  CDC42	
  in	
  
photoreceptors	
  
Heynen SR1,3, Tanimoto N2, Joly S1, Seeliger MW2, Samardzija M1, Grimm C1,3.
1

Lab of Retinal Cell biology, Dept Ophthalmology, University of Zurich,
Switzerland
2
Division of Ocular Neurodegeneration, Centre for Ophthalmology, Institute for
Ophthalmic Research, University of Tuebingen, Germany
3
Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology, Zurich, Switzerland
Published in Molecular Vision, 2011, 17:2934-46
Reference number [159] refers to this publication
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3.1.2	
  CDC42	
  is	
  required	
  for	
  tissue	
  lamination	
  and	
  cell	
  survival	
  in	
  the	
  mouse	
  
retina	
  
Severin R. Heynen 1,2, Isabelle Meneau 1, Christian Caprara 1,2, Marijana
Samardzija 1, Edward M. Levine 3, Christian Grimm 1,2,4
1

Lab of Retinal Cell biology, Dept Ophthalmology, University of Zurich,
Switzerland
2
Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology, University of Zurich,
Switzerland
3
Dept Ophthalmology and Visual sciences, John A. Moran Eye Center, University
of Utah
4
Center for Neuroscience, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Manuscript is in revision (PLoS ONE).
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Reference number [179] refers to this publication.
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3.2	
  Investigating	
  the	
  function	
  of	
  RAC1	
  in	
  the	
  retina
RAC1 has been shown to be involved in several neuronal processes such
as growth cone guidance and neurite outgrowth [172, 180, 181] yet little is known
about RAC1 function in the retina. Our study of CDC42 showed that this GTPase
is vital for the generation of a laminated retina (manuscript in review). Such
evidence shows the potential importance of Rho GTPase proteins in the retina
and suggests that other small GTPases might be vital for developmental and
organizational functions in this tissue.

3.2.1	
  Knockdown	
  of	
  RAC1	
  does	
  not	
  alter	
  expression	
  of	
  retinal	
  markers	
  
To investigate the function of RAC1 in the retina, a conditional knockdown
approach using the cre-lox system was employed. The α-cre mouse, which
expresses cre recombinase under the control of the α element of the Pax6
promoter, was utilized in this study. Expression of cre was shown to be initiated at
E10.5 [38] and was found in most retinal cell types in the retinal periphery [182].
Rac1flox/flox [183] mice were crossed with α-cre mice, selecting Rac1flox/flox;α-cre
(Rac1-KD) and Rac1flox/flox (control) mice for analysis during postnatal retinal
development.
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Figure 15. Significant knockdown of Rac1 does not change expression of retinal cell markers at 1
flox/flox
month of age. (A) Graph to show around 40% reduction in Rac1 gene expression in Rac1
;α flox/flox
Cre (Rac1-KD: black bar) retinas in comparison to Rac1
(controls: white bar). Shown are
mean ±SD values of 3 independent mice. Statistical significance was calculated using a one-tailed
t test. **p<0.01. (B) Graph to show expression of retinal markers in control and Rac1-KD retinas
at 1 month of age; guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha transducin 1 (Gnat1) for rod
photoreceptors, guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha transducin 2 (Gnat2) for cone
photoreceptors, visual system homeobox 2 (Vsx2) for bipolar cells, melanopsin (Opn4) for a
subset of ganglion cells and cellular retinaldehyde binding protein (Rlbp) for Müller cells. Shown
are mean ±SD values of 3 retinas. No statistically significant differences were found between the
genotypes (two-tailed t test).

Analysis of Rac1 expression in control compared to Rac1-KD mice at 1
month of age showed a significant reduction in transcript levels in knockdown
retinas (Fig. 15A). This suggests a successful retinal knockdown of Rac1 in the
adult retina.
Conditional ablation of RAC1 in the forebrain showed that neural
progenitor proliferation and differentiation were affected [172]. Dysregulation of
proliferation and differentiation in the retina, may result in changes in retinal cell
populations and even cell death [184]. We analyzed gene expressions of various
retinal cell markers at 1 month of age in Rac1-KD mice to determine whether
there might be any changes to retinal cell types (Fig. 15B). Expression of guanine
nucleotide binding protein, alpha transducin 1 (Gnat1) for rod photoreceptors,
guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha transducin 2 (Gnat2) for cone
photoreceptors, visual system homeobox 2 (Vsx2) for bipolar cells, melanopsin
(Opn4) for a subset of ganglion cells and cellular retinaldehyde binding protein
(Rlbp) for Müller cells, were similar in 1 month old Rac1-KD compared to control
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retinas. From these results, we hypothesize that all retinal cell types are present
in the RAC1 knockdown retina. To conclude this, however, further investigations
at embryonic time points would need to be conducted.

3.2.2	
  Dysmorphic	
  retina	
  in	
  Rac1-‐KD	
  mice	
  
Morphologies of Rac1-KD mice were analyzed at several postnatal times
and compared to control littermates. Since α-cre expression is limited to
peripheral retinal cells, normal RAC1 expression is to be expected in the central
region of Rac1-KD mice. In line with this hypothesis, morphologies of central
regions of Rac1-KD mice had a similar retinal organization to control littermates
(Fig. 16A). In addition, the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) layer was normal in
Rac1-KD compared to control retinas up to 3 months of age. In the retinal
periphery lacking RAC1, however, we observed a disorganized retina particularly
in the outer nuclear layer (ONL) (Fig. 16A). Retinal folds in the photoreceptor
layer were seen as early as PND15 and were consistently observed up to 1
month of age. In contrast to 1 month time points, retinal folds were seen less
frequently at 3 months. In Rac1-KD retinas at 1 month, we also observed the
presence of cells in the subretinal space between outer segments and the RPE
(Fig. 16A). In a model of light-induced photoreceptor degeneration, blood bourne
macrophages and activated resident microglia were shown to cooperate together
to remove photoreceptor debris [115]. Outer segments in Rac1-KD retinas at 1
month seem to be partially disrupted particularly in retinal regions containing cells
in the subretinal space (Fig. 16A). Therefore, according to the morphology of
these subretinal cells, we hypothesize that these cells may be macrophages
clearing outer segment debris. To verify this additional tests would be required.
In some regions of Rac1-KD retinas exhibiting retinal folds, morphologies
suggested a retinal detachment of the photoreceptor layer from the RPE.
However, optical coherence tomography (OCT) in 1 month old Rac1-KD retinas
did not confirm detachment (data not shown). Retinal thinning, seen more clearly
at 3 months of age in Rac1-KD retinas, suggested degeneration particularly of the
ONL. Lack of RAC1 did not affect lamination of the inner retina even in the
presence of retinal folds in the ONL (Fig. 16A).
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Figure 16. Retinal disorganization in the periphery of Rac1-KD mice. (A) Micrographs of central
flox/flox
flox/flox
and peripheral retinal regions from Rac1
(control) and Rac1
;α-Cre (Rac1-KD) mice at
postnatal day (d) 15, 1 and at 3 months (m) of age. (B) Pictures of the outer limiting membrane
(OLM) of 1 month old control and Rac1-KD retinas. Yellow arrows point to OLM structures in the
control whereas arrowheads point to retinal regions in Rac1-KD in which the OLM is expected.
RPE: retinal pigment epithelium, OS: outer segment, IS: inner segment, ONL: outer nuclear layer,
INL: inner nuclear layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer. Scale bar represents 50µm unless stated
otherwise.

Disorganization of the outer nuclear layer and the generation of retinal
folds are also observed in Crumbs mouse mutants [69]. These mice exhibit
disturbed adherens junctions in the outer limiting membrane (OLM), which form
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connections between photoreceptors and Müller glia. To determine whether the
OLM was disturbed in Rac1-KD mice at 1 month of age, highly magnified light
microscopy pictures were taken at the interface between the ONL and the
photoreceptor inner segments. These micrographs showed normal OLM
structures (arrows) in controls as well as central unaffected regions of Rac1-KD
retinas (Fig. 16B). In the retinal periphery of Rac1-KD mice, however, OLM
structure were absent (Fig. 16B: arrowheads) or discontinuous (data not shown).
Therefore, these results suggest that RAC1 may be important for the formation or
maintenance of cell-cell junctions at the OLM.

3.2.3	
  Retinal	
  degeneration	
  and	
  abnormal	
  RPE	
  morphology	
  in	
  older	
  Rac1-‐KD	
  
retinas	
  
Retinal morphologies of Rac1-KD mice by 3 month of age, showed a
reduction in retinal thickness. This may suggest that Rac1-KD retinas are
degenerating. To investigate this further, morphologies of 9 month old control and
Rac1-KD mice were analyzed.
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Figure 17. Abnormal pigment epithelium and accumulation of cells in the subretinal space in
flox/flox
Rac1-KD retinas. Pictures of naso-temporally orientated morphological panoramas of Rac1
flox/flox
(control) and Rac1
;α-Cre (Rac1-KD) retinas at 9 months (m) of age. Included are magnified
pictures of central and peripheral regions as indicated. To note are the numerous cells in the
subretinal space and the abnormal pigment epithelial layering in Rac1-KD retinas. RPE: retinal
pigment epithelium, ONL: outer nuclear layer, INL: inner nuclear layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer.
Scale bar represents 50µm or as stated otherwise.

These data showed that retinal panoramas of control mice (Fig. 17: upper panel)
as well as central regions of Rac1-KD mice (data not shown) were similar in
thickness and organization. Peripheral morphological panoramas of 9 month old
Rac1-KD mice were shown to highlight two particularly clear phenotypes (Fig. 17:
lower panel). The retinal panorama showed a reduction in retinal thickness
throughout the panorama, with only around 3 rows of nuclei remaining (Fig 17.
Lower panel higher magnified pictures). Outer segments were absent and inner
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segments were disturbed throughout the Rac1-KD retina. We also observed
numerous cells in the subretinal space (Fig. 17: arrow) as was also shown but to
a lesser extent at 1 month of age (Fig. 16A). Lastly, Rac1-KD mice seem to show
an abnormal RPE morphology (Fig 17: arrowhead) particularily in the periphery
where the retina is thinnest. Whether or not the abnormal RPE morphology and
the numerous cells in the subretinal space is connected to an increased
phagocytic burden in the retina remains to be elucidated.

3.2.4	
  Reduced	
  retinal	
  function	
  in	
  1	
  month	
  old	
  Rac1-‐KD	
  mice	
  
To determine the effect of RAC1 ablation on retinal function, we analysed retinal
electroretinograms (ERG) (Fig. 18). Single flash scotopic (dark adapted) and
photopic (light adapted) ERG recordings were perfomed in 5 week old control and
Rac1-KD mice under scotopic conditions. Overlays of control and Rac1-KD
showed a slightly reduced response in the RAC1 ablated retinas (Fig. 18A). This
is corroborated by scotopic b wave amplitude calculations, which showed a
tendency for a reduced retinal function in Rac1-KD mice compared to control
littermates especially at higher flash intensities (Fig. 18B). Similarily, cone
responses recorded under photopic conditions, were reduced (Fig. 17C, D).
Together, these results suggest that retinal disorganization in Rac1-KD mice
leads to a reduction in retinal function.
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Figure 18. Reduced retinal function in Rac1-KD compared to control retinas. Single flash scotopic
flox/flox
and photopic electroretinograms (ERG) obtained from 5 week old Rac1
(control) and
flox/flox
Rac1
;α-Cre (Rac1-KD mice). (A) Dark-adapted (scotopic) ERG responses to different flash
intensities as indicated in control (black) and Rac1-KD (red) mice. An overlay of both recordings is
provided for comparison. In each panel, the vertical line indicates the time of the stimulus onset.
(B) Quantification of scotopic ERG b-wave amplitudes as a function of the logarithm of the flash
intensity. The shaded area marks the range between 5% (lower red trace) and 95% quantiles
(upper red trace) of amplitude data from 4 affected mice. The respective amplitude range of 3
control mice is shown in black. (C) Light-adapted (photopic) ERG responses to different flash
intensities in control (black) and Rac1-KD (red). (D) Photopic b-wave amplitude quantification
(panel format as in B).
Figure was adapted from results sent by collaborative partner in Tuebingen (Prof. Seeliger).
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3.3	
  Methods	
  for	
  RAC1	
  project	
  

3.3.1	
  Animals	
  and	
  genotyping	
  
All procedures were performed in accordance with the regulations of the
Veterinary Authority of Zurich. Retina specific knockdown of Rac1 in the retinal
periphery was achieved by crossing Rac1 floxed mice [183] with mice expressing
cre recombinase under the control of the α element of the Pax6 promoter (α-Cre)
[38]. The Rac1flox/flox;α-Cre (from now on named, Rac1-KD) and Rac1flox/flox (from
now on named control) littermates were analyzed at different postnatal days as
indicated. All mice were kept at the animal facility of the University Hospital Zurich
in a dark-light cycle with 60 lux of light at cage level with food and water ad
libitum.
Mice were genotyped using genomic DNA isolated from ear biopsies and
the following conventional PCR conditions: initial denaturation (95°C, 5 min); 35
cycles of denaturation (95°C, 45 s), annealing (60°C, 45 s) and elongation (72°C,
45 s); final extension (72°C, 10 min). The following primers were used: Rac1
floxed (forward: 5’-gatgcttctaggggtgagcc-3’, reverse 5’-tccaatctgtgctgcccatc -3’)
and cre recombinase (forward: 5’-aggtgtagagaaggcacttagc-3’, reverse 5’ctaatcgccatcttccagcagg-3’). PCR products were run on a 1% agarose gel for size
detection.

3.3.2	
  Light	
  microscopy	
  
Eyes were enucleated and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.3 overnight at 4°C. Eyes were cut naso-temporally and
subsequently treated with osmium tetroxide for 1 hour, dehydrated and
embedded in Epon812. Retinal sections (500nm) were cut and counterstained
with toluidine blue. Sections were visualized using a light microscope with a
digital camera (Zeiss, Axioplan, Feldbach, Switzerland).
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3.3.3	
  RNA	
  isolation,	
  cDNA	
  synthesis	
  and	
  real-‐time	
  PCR	
  analysis	
  
Retinas were isolated from a slit in the cornea allowing the removal of lens
and hylaoid. Retinas were isolated using the winkler method and immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was isolated using RNeasy kit from Qiagen (Hilden,
Germany) as instructed by the manufacturer. Subsequently 650ng RNA was
reverse transcribed using oligo dT primers and moloney murine leukemia virus
(M-MLV) reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WA). cDNA from at least 3
mice were amplified using primers listed in table 1 using SYBR green I master
mix and a Lightcycler 480 instrument (Roche Diagnostic AG, Basel, Switzerland).
mRNA was compared to Actb and normalized against a suitable calibrator.
Unpaired student t-test was used to determine significance between genes in
different genotypes. **p<0.01.
Table 1. Primer sequences and conditions for real-time PCR
Gene

Oligonucleotide primers

Annealing

Amplicon

(°C)

(bp)

Forward 5’-3’

Reverse 5’-3’

caacggctccggcatgtgc

ctcttgctctgggcctcg

62

153

Gnat1

gaggatgctgagaaggatgc

tgaatgttgagcgtggtcat

58

209

Gnat2

gcatcagtgctgaggacaaa

ctaggcactcttcgggtgag

58

192

Vsx2

ccagaagacaggatacaggtg

ggctccatagagaccatact

60

111

Opn4

ccagcttcacaaccagtcct

cagcctgatgtgcagatgtc

62

111

Rac1

atcaagtgtgtggtgggag

tgtcaaagacggrggggatg

62

106

Rlbp1

cctttccagtcgggacaagtatg

gggtttcctcattttccagcag

60

140

Actb

3.3.4	
  Electroretinogram	
  (ERG)	
  recordings	
  
Electroretinograms (ERGs) were recorded from both eyes, as previously
described [185, 186]. Briefly, mice were dark-adapted overnight and anesthetized
the next day (ketamine (66.7 mg/kg) and xylazine (11.7 mg/kg)). Pupils were
dilated before single flash ERG recordings under dark-adapted (scotopic)
followed by light-adapted (photopic) conditions. Light adaptation was achieved
with a 10 min background illumination of 30 cd/m2 before beginning photopic
recording. Single white-flash stimulus intensity ranged from –4 to 1.5 log cd*s/ m2
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under scotopic and from –2 to 1.5 log cd*s/m2 under photopic conditions. The
intensity ranges were divided into 10 steps in scotopic and 8 steps in photopic
readings. Ten responses were averaged with an interstimulus interval of either 5
s or 17 s (for 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 log cd*s/m2).
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4.	
  Discussion	
  
Progressive photoreceptor degeneration is a characteristic in blinding
diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and age-related macular degeneration
(AMD). Studying the molecular mechanisms that lead to photoreceptor cell death
in these diseases could potentially lead to the identification of attractive
therapeutical targets for photoreceptor rescue or protection. Rho GTPases have
a variety of cellular functions such as the modulation of the actin cytoskeleton
[131] and dysregulation of GTPase signaling has been shown to be involved in
neurological diseases such as Alzheimers and Parkinsons disease [187, 188]. In
the retina, ablation of RAC1 in rod photoreceptors showed that it was a proapoptotic factor in photo-oxidative damage. Absence of RAC1 in these photosensing cells, however, did not affect their structure and function in the normal
retina. In addition, several studies in Drosophila, showed that Rho signaling
proteins were important for photoreceptor morphogenesis and correct synaptic
layering [173, 174]. Together these studies showed that Rho GTPases may be
interesting factors to study in the retina. The goal of my thesis was to investigate,
the function of CDC42 and RAC1 in the physiology and pathophysiology of the
retina. We showed that rod photoreceptor specific knockdown of CDC42 did not
affect photoreceptor structure and function or the progression of photoreceptor
apoptosis in an inducible (light damage) and inherited (VPP) mouse model of
degeneration [159]. These data, in relation with the study on RAC1, may suggest
that RAC1 and CDC42 exhibit certain functional similarities and differences
depending on the cellular context. In the pan-retinal knockdown of CDC42 and
RAC1, we showed a lack of adherens junctions and a disorganization of the
postnatal peripheral retina. We also showed that ablation of CDC42 severely
affected development of the deeper retinal vasculature in the periphery, but did
not adversely affect expression of retinal cell markers. In the retinal periphery of
older RAC1 and CDC42 knockdown animals, we could observe a loss of retinal
cells, a reduction in retinal function and an upregulation of pro-survival and proapoptotic factors. These data suggest, that RAC1 and CDC42 are crucial for the
correct organization of the retina in development and that such a function may be
elicited through the roles in polarity and adherens junctions formation.
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4.1	
  Functional	
  similarities	
  and	
  differences	
  of	
  CDC42	
  and	
  RAC1	
  in	
  rod	
  
photoreceptors	
  
Recent studies of RAC1 in photoreceptor degeneration due to photooxidative damage showed that it is a pro-apoptotic factor [158, 189]. In addition,
Rho GTPases modulate the actin microfilament length of rhabdomeric
photoreceptors in the octopus retina in a light dependant manner [155]. These
and other studies, led us to investigate the consequences of a rod photoreceptor
specific knockdown of CDC42 on retinal physiology and pathophysiology.
In the context of retinal physiology, CDC42 and RAC1 may exhibit some
overlap in function. In both studies of RAC1 and CDC42, which used an identical
rod photoreceptor specific knockdown strategy, showed that ablation of both
GTPases did not affect photoreceptor morphology and function [158, 159]. This
may suggest that photoreceptor maintenance and function, may be shared by
RAC1 and CDC42 or alternatively that closely related Rho GTPases may
compensate for the loss of RAC1 or CDC42. Indeed, RAC1 and RAC3 were
shown to have similar roles in neuronal development, which was only identified
through the combined knockdown of both GTPases [190]. Such an overlap may
also arise through the sharing of downstream effector proteins. For example, the
effector protein p21 activated kinase 1 (PAK1) can be activated by both RAC1
and CDC42 to elicit different cytoskeletal functions [191]. Alternatively, however,
RAC1 and CDC42 may not be important for photoreceptors in the mature retina.
Determining which of the above hypothesis apply will require additional
experiments. From laser capture microdissection experiments, we were able to
show a ubiquitous expression of CDC42 [159] and RAC1 (not shown) in all retinal
layers. Studying molecular processes in rod photoreceptors from total retinal
extracts, may mask potential interactions between the GTPases or their
downstream effector proteins. Therefore, utilizing an in vitro approach using
either isolated photoreceptor cells from knockdown animals or an immortalized
photoreceptor cell line such as the 661W [192] may uncover processes specific
for photoreceptors and may identify factors interesting for further study in vivo.
In the context of degeneration, RAC1 and CDC42 may have different
functions in photoreceptor apoptosis. For RAC1, ablation of this GTPase in rod
photoreceptor cells was protective against light-induced cell death [158]. Our
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study, observed a perinuclear accumulation of CDC42 in photoreceptors after
exposure to toxic levels of white light and in several inherited models (rd1, VPP,
rd10) of retinal degeneration. In retinas after toxic light exposure, CDC42 positive
photoreceptors did not colocalized with TUNEL positive cells, an indicator for cell
apoptosis, suggesting a possible role of CDC42 in degeneration. However, rod
photoreceptor specific knockdown of CDC42 did not affect the initiation or
progression of photoreceptor apoptosis [159]. While this is a surprising result, it is
not entirely unexplainable.
Several lines of evidence suggest that RAC1 and CDC42 may have
separate functions in photoreceptor degeneration. Analyzing TUNEL positive
photoreceptors and immunolabeling RAC1 and CDC42 after exposure to toxic
levels of white light, shows that RAC1 colocalized with TUNEL positive cells [189]
whereas CDC42 did not [159]. Also, in light-induced photoreceptor degeneration,
ablation of RAC1 in rod photoreceptor was protective for these cells [158],
whereas ablation of CDC42 in the same cells, had no effect on cell death [159]
using a similar toxic stimulus. Therefore in the context of photoreceptor
apoptosis, RAC1 and CDC42 clearly have different functions. For RAC1, it was
proposed that changes in NADPH oxidase activity, in which RAC proteins are
integral, may be involved in photoreceptor apoptosis [158]. The exact role of
CDC42 in photoreceptors, despite the consistent perinuclear localization of the
protein in several models of photoreceptor degeneration, remains elusive but may
include a modulatory role in the initiation stages of degeneration.

4.2	
  Dysmorphic	
  retina	
  and	
  absence	
  of	
  OLM	
  in	
  Rac1-‐KD	
  mice	
  
Even though extensive research has been dedicated to investigate the function of
RAC1 in neurons, very little has been done in the retina. The aim of this study
was to investigate in more detail the role of RAC1 in postnatal retinal
development and present some preliminary observations. Retinal ablation of
RAC1 (Rac1flox/flox;α-Cre: Rac1-KD) in the periphery resulted in retinal folds of the
ONL in mice between PND15 and 1 month of age. Such retinal folds were also
shown in membrane-associated palmitoylated protein 5 (MPP5 or PALS1) and
Crumbs 1 (CRB1) knockout mice [193, 194]. These proteins are found localized
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at the OLM [195] and are important in the formation of photoreceptor-Müller glia
connections. In the disorganized periphery of Rac1-KD mice adherens junctions,
normally found at the OLM, were absent suggesting that RAC1 may play a role in
their formation. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section (4.3).
Additionally to the retinal disorganization, we also observed a progressive
loss of inner and outer photoreceptor segments and retinal thinning between 1
and 9 months of age in Rac1-KD mice. In parallel morphological micrographs
also showed an accumulation of cells in the subretinal space and an abnormal
RPE morphology in older knockdown animals. Most probably subretinally
localized cells are macrophages, which may be involved in the clearing of
photoreceptor debris. Indeed, macrophages are recruited in many retinal
degenerations to clear cell debris [115, 196, 197], however, the presence of such
numerous cells over such a prolonged period of time as seen in Rac1-KD retinas
is unusual. The abnormal RPE morphology in these aged retinas may suggest
atrophy of pigment cells. Interestingly, Fogerty and colleagues, in the 14delG
mutation in murine membrane-type frizzled protein (MFRP), have shown atrophic
RPE [198] cells with a similar pigment cell morphology as seen in Rac1-KD mice
at 9 months of age. Yet similar RPE observations are not seen for example in
light-induced photoreceptor degeneration, in which macrophages also invade the
injured site or in slower degenerating retinal disease models such as in the VPP
mouse. Together, these preliminary observations may point towards a
dysfunction in RPE cells and or mysregulation of chemokine signaling due to the
absence of RAC1.

4.3	
  Adherens	
  junction	
  formation:	
  RAC1	
  or	
  CDC42	
  or	
  both	
  
Our studies have shown that pan-retinal ablation of CDC42 (Cdc42flox/flox;αCre: Cdc42-KD) and RAC1 results in the absence of the OLM and
disorganization of the retina. The outer limiting membrane (OLM) is composed of
various protein complexes such as Crumbs (CRB) [195], zonula occludin (ZO)
[199], junctional adhesion molecules (JAM) [200] and N cadherin [201] to name a
few. Retinal adherens junctions formed by N cadherin proteins between Müller
glia and photoreceptor cells, is an important component of the OLM and ablation
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of this protein in retinal progenitors leads, to a loss in adherens junctions and
retinal lamination [68]. Both RAC1 and CDC42 are intricately involved in the
formation of epithelial adherens junctions [170], however, they have also been
linked to other cell junction proteins. For example, Crumbs activation by aPKC to
establish apico-basal polarity in epithelial cells, is initiated by CDC42 signaling
[142]. Also, expression of constitutively active CDC42 in Madin-Darby canine
kidney (MDCK) cells seems to redistribute ZO-1 and JAM-1 proteins, which are
normally found at epithelial tight junctions [202]. Therefore, CDC42 and RAC1
may have additional functions with other OLM proteins, which can be analyzed in
the pan-retinal knockdown retinas.
In the developing telencephalon, neuroepithelial ablation of CDC42
showed a mislocalization of apically localized adherens junction proteins [171],
similar to what is shown in our Cdc42-KD study (manuscript in review). Similarly,
Rac1-KD retinas lacked adherens junctions in the disorganized retinal periphery.
This may suggest that CDC42 and RAC1 may be involved in the formation of
adherens junctions during retinal development. Interestingly, rod photoreceptor
specific knockdown of RAC1 or CDC42 in the mature retina, did not affect
adherens junctions. These data suggest that these GTPases may not be involved
in maintenance of adherens junctions in the mature retina. Since adherens
junctions in the OLM are made between photoreceptors and Müller glia, ablation
of CDC42 or RAC1 in either developing Müller glia or photoreceptors should
phenocopy the loss in adherens junctions seen in Cdc42-KD and Rac1-KD mice
postnatally. Such a cell-specific knockdown of CDC42 or RAC1, may allow a
more precise investigation of the molecular mechanisms involved in OLM
formation.

4.4	
  Retinal	
  polarity	
  may	
  involve	
  CDC42	
  
As mentioned before, early retinal ablation of either RAC1 or CDC42 leads
to a loss of the adherens junctions in the OLM. However, retinal lamination in the
absence of CDC42 is severely compromised as compared to the occasional
retinal folds but normal retinal stratification seen in the absence of RAC1. One
hypothesis to explain such a difference is that the knockdown of RAC1 may be
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compensated through other Rac GTPases leading to a milder phenotype. Indeed,
such a functional compensation due to the loss of RAC1 was shown for RAC3
especially during neuronal development [190]. Additionally, lack of cell polarity in
Cdc42-KD but not Rac1-KD retinas may contribute to a more severe phenotype
in Cdc42-KD mice. The importance of cell polarity is highlighted particularly in the
interkinetic nuclear migratory (IKNM) process in retinal development. During
IKNM, cell nuclei migrate between apical and basal cell positions depending on
their cell cycle stage. Cells about to divide will be localized apically whereas cells
during interphase will be distributed more basally in the retinal neuroepithelium
[70]. Such movements may require intracellularly polarized distribution of proteins
for example; β catenin and aPKC are always located apically in the developing
neuroepithelium. Ablation of β catenin and aPKC severely affects retinal
lamination and migration in IKNM [67, 203]. Interestingly, CDC42 but not RAC1
ablation in the forebrain, showed a loss of apically localized β catenin and aPKC
as well as aberrant nuclear migration during neuroepithelial migration [171, 172].
Establishment of cellular polarity involves the PAR complex proteins
(PAR3, PAR6), aPKC as well as RAC1 and CDC42. In epithelial cells the
activation of the PAR/aPKC complex by Rac/Cdc42 signaling, initiates the
formation of adherens junctions apically and induces a polarized distribution of
CRB and Scribble complex proteins; CRB proteins become localized apically and
Scribble proteins basolaterally. This polarized distribution is thought to be
important to control distribution of proteins within the polarized cell [204].
Extensive studies have shown that ablation of any of these complex proteins in
neuroepithelia have severe consequences on cell polarization and tissue
organization [64].
As mentioned in the previous section, CDC42 and not RAC1 ablation in
the developing brain, seems to affect correct localization of apically found
proteins, suggesting a prominent role for CDC42 in neuroepithelial polarity [171,
172]. This is in line with our studies showing that Rac1-KD retain polarized cells
as can be seen from the normal nuclear layering (Fig. 16A). In contrast,
peripheral morphologies of Cdc42-KD retinas, which lack any normal nuclear
layering, share striking similarities to morphologies of retinas in which polarity
proteins such as PAR3 and aPKC as well as adherens junction proteins such as
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N cadherin and β catenin have been ablated [36, 67, 68, 205]. Together these
results may suggest the following; (a) CDC42 may be important for polarity and
adherens junction formation through the activation of aPKC-PAR complex
proteins and subsequent signaling to N cadherin and β catenin. (b) CDC42
initiated signaling, may activate RAC1 for the formation of adherens junctions.
Such a hierarchical signaling between the two GTPases exists in certain cellular
processes such as in neuronal axon specification [206]. Therefore, in the
absence of RAC1, CDC42 signaling is sufficient to maintain retinal polarity but
may not be able to induce formation of adherens junctions, whereas in the
absence of CDC42, polarity and formation of adherens junctions are lost. This is
consistent with our findings showing a stronger phenotype in Cdc42-KD as
compared to Rac1-KD retinas. Whether or not such a signaling axis exists in the
developing retina will need further investigation, and will be valuable to
understand factors involved in retinal tissue organization.

4.5	
  Possible	
  mechanisms	
  and	
  molecular	
  pathways	
  in	
  degeneration	
  
Recent work showed that RAC1 is a pro-apoptotic factor in rod photoreceptors
after exposure to toxic levels of white light [158]. In the developmental study we
show that RAC1 ablation leads to degeneration in the retinal periphery. The
retinal degeneration in Rac1-KD retinas may well be an indirect effect due to the
loss of the OLM and retinal disorganization rather than a direct effect, which was
shown by Haruta and colleagues. Indeed, it has been shown that changes in the
ONL organization through mutations in CRB1 leads to the loss of the OLM and
can lead to photoreceptor degeneration [69, 178, 207].
The degeneration in the periphery of Cdc42-KD mice may arise through
several detrimental processes that occur postnatally. The prolonged expression
of Gfap and the formation of a gliotic scar in the periphery may suggest a
prominent role of Müller glia in the degeneration seen in Cdc42-KD mice.
However, dissecting the exact mechanism of degeneration may be difficult in
such a dysmorphic retina and therefore a cell specific knockdown of CDC42 may
be more useful. As mentioned in the earlier section (see 4.3), ablation of CDC42
in developing Müller glia may be informative towards understanding the role of
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CDC42 in adherens junction formation, but may also be valuable in the context of
degeneration. Müller glia cells traverse the entire retina providing metabolic and
trophic support to retinal neurons [208]. In mature Cdc42-KD retinas, a prominent
GFAP staining was observed in Müller glia cells that may be involved in the
formation of the gliotic scar observed in older animals. Prolonged Müller cell
gliosis has been shown to be detrimental for retinal cells [5]. Therefore, ablation
of CDC42 specifically in Müller cells may affect their radial organization and
supportive functions in the retina thereby inducing degeneration.
Several molecular factors involved in protection are activated in Cdc42-KD
retinas. We have shown that one such protective mechanism upregulated in
Cdc42-KD retinas is the LIF survival pathway. This pathway includes the
expression of Edn2, Gfap and Fgf2 as well as the activation of JAK/STAT
proteins such as STAT3 by phosphorylation [209-212]. In Cdc42-KD retinas,
expression of Lif, Edn2, Gfap and Fgf2 as well as STAT3 activation seem to peak
around PND35, prior to the onset of retinal degeneration observed in
morphological micrographs. The peak of activation of STAT3 (PND35) is around
the same time Lif expression seems to peak. This is in line with evidence showing
that LIF signaling can activate STAT3 in a model of light-induced photoreceptor
injury [209, 213]. In addition, expression of Edn2, Fgf2 and Gfap were
significantly upregulated prior to the induction of Lif expression. Upregulation of
Edn2 and Gfap prior to Lif was also seen in rod photoreceptor-specific CDC42
knockdown studies, which also showed changes in the astrocytic network [159]. It
has been shown that endothelins can induce optic nerve head astrocytes to
proliferate [214], however, the relevance of this and whether this is also observed
in a pan-retinal knockdown of CDC42 still needs to be investigated.
In contrast, molecular factors involved in apoptosis and inflammation were
also induced in Cdc42-KD retinas but with a delay. Upregulation of Casp1, Tnfα,
Ccl2 and Csf1 was observed and seemed to occur after the peak of LIF signaling
and during degeneration seen morphologically in Cdc42-KD retinas. Studies have
shown that activated Müller glia can express of Tnfα, Ccl2 and Csf1, which are
cytotoxic for retinal cells [197, 215, 216]. Also, upregulation of Casp1 expression
is consistently seen in several models of retinal degeneration and has been
shown to be a pro-apoptotic factor in the VPP mouse [217]. These results
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suggest that the early pro-survival signaling in the retina may not be sufficient to
protect cells in such a dysmorphic retina from the ensuing degeneration. Also,
expression of pro-inflammatory factors that may be involved in the degenerative
process may originate from prolonged Müller glia activation. The use of a Müller
glia specific CDC42 knockdown (mentioned in section 4.3) and colocalizing some
of these factors with Müller glia may substantiate such a hypothesis in the future.
In conclusion, our study has shown that rod photoreceptor-specific ablation
of CDC42 does not affect normal physiology of photoreceptors or the progression
of photoreceptor apoptosis in two mouse models of retinal degeneration. While
CDC42 is not, RAC1 has been shown to be involved in photoreceptor apoptosis
making them and downstream proteins interesting to study in retinal blinding
diseases. Therefore, understanding Rho GTPase signaling may uncover novel
proteins that may be useful therapeutic targets.
We also show that pan retinal ablation of RAC1 and CDC42 seem to play
important roles especially in retinal organization. Additionally, we observed a
progressive loss of retinal cells in the dysmorphic RAC1 and CDC42 knockdown
retinas. Particularly, investigating the function of RAC1 and CDC42 in polarity and
formation of adherens junctions may provide valuable insights into to the
molecular mechanisms involved in retinal tissue organization, which is required
for a viable and functioning retina.
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RhoA: RAS homolog gene family member A
PAK: p21 activated kinase
PAR: partitioning defective
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  Retinal	
  neuroprotection	
  by	
  hypoxic	
  preconditioning	
  is	
  independent	
  of	
  
hypoxia-‐inducible	
  factor-‐1	
  alpha	
  expression	
  in	
  photoreceptors	
  	
  
Thiersch M1, Lange C1, Joly S1, Heynen S1, Le ZY2, Samardzija M1, Grimm C1
1

Department of Ophthalmology, Laboratory of Retinal Cell biology, Center for
integrative Human Physiology and Neuroscience Center Zurich, Univserity of
Zurich, Frauenklinik strasse 24, 8091 Zurich, Switzerland
2
Health Sciences center, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City OK, USA
Published in European journal of neuroscience, 2009, 29:2291-2302
Reference number [218] is used for this publication.

8.1.1	
  Personal	
  contribution	
  
Performed light exposure experiments used to calculate photoreceptor cell death
(Fig. 5)

8.1.2	
  Key	
  findings	
  
Hypoxic preconditioning has been shown to be neuroprotective for
photoreceptors against light-induced cell death. Proteins such as hypoxiainducible factor-1 alpha (HIF1α) are stabilized during hypoxic preconditioning and
have been shown to be involved in neuroprotection. Thus, we hypothesized that
HIF1α may play a role in the protection of photoreceptors against light-induced
cell death. Here are some of the key findings of the study:
- HIF1α ablation in rod photoreceptors did not affect morphology of these cells.
- HIF1α knockdown retinas did not show any pathological alterations when
exposed to hypoxia.
- Cell death after light exposure were similar in HIF1α ablated compared to
control littermate mice.
- HIF2α protein was stabilized during hypoxic preconditioning in HIF1α
knockdown retinas. Also STAT3 activation was similar in knockdown and control
retinas. It is thought that HIF2α and STAT3 may be interesting neuroprotective
factors for further study.

8.1.3	
  Manuscript	
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8.2	
  Novel	
  rodent	
  models	
  for	
  macular	
  research	
  
Gesine Huber1, Severin Heynen2, Coni Imsand2, Franziska vom Hagen3, Regine
Muehlfriedel1, Naoyuki Tanimoto1, Yuxi Feng3, Hans-Peter Hammes3, Christian
Grimm2, Leo Peichl4, Mathias W. Seeliger1, Susanne C. Beck1
1

Division of Ocular Neurodegeneration, Centre for Ophthalmolgoy, Institute for
Opthlamic Research, University of Tuebingen, Tuebingne, Germyn
2
Retinal Cell biology, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Zurich, Zurich,
Switzerland
3 th
5 Medical Department, Universitätsmedizin Mannheim, University of
Heidelberg, Mannheim, Germany
4
Max Planck Institute for Brain Research, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
This work was published in PLos ONE, 2010 5(10):e13403
The following reference number [22] is used for this publication.

8.2.1	
  Personal	
  contribution	
  
Immunofluorescent labeling of retinal cryosections from Gerbillus perpallidus,
Meriones unguiculatus and Phodopus campbelli for the following markers:
Isolectin IB4 for vascular endothelial cells, Peanut agglutinin (PNA), middle
wavelength cone opsin (OPN1mw) and short wavelength cone opsin (OPN1sw)
for cone photoreceptors and rod opsin as well as rod transducin for rod
photoreceptors (Fig. 5).

8.2.2	
  Key	
  findings	
  
Several human retinal disorders affect the macula, however, much of the
research to understand these diseases use rodent models, which lack such a
central region. This study aimed to identify novel rodent models for macular
research. Some of the key findings were:
- Identification of a “visual streak” region located dorsally from the optic nerve of
retinas from Gerbillus perpallidus, Meriones unguiculatus and Phodopus
campbelli.
- Sparse vascular capillary network was seen at the border of the visual streak.
Similar to macular regions, no large blood vessels were seen in and immediately
surrounding the visual streak region.
- Morphologies at the visual streak showed thicker retinas and in some of the
tested animals, visibly longer photoreceptor outer segments.
- An increase in ganglion cell population was also observed around the visual
streak area.
- We propose the use of Gerbillus perpallidus, Meriones unguiculatus and
Phodopus campbelli, as novel rodent models to study macular degeneration.

8.2.3	
  Manuscript	
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8.3	
  Normoxic	
  activation	
  of	
  hypoxia-‐inducible	
  factors	
  in	
  photoreceptors	
  
provides	
  transient	
  protection	
  against	
  light-‐induced	
  retinal	
  degeneration	
  
Lange C1, Heynen SR1, Tanimoto N2, Thiersch M1, Le YZ3, Meneau I1, Seeliger
MW2, Samardzija M1, Caprara C1, Grimm C1,4
1

Lab of retinal cell biology, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland
2
Institute of Ophthalmic Research, Center of Ophthalmology, Division of Ocular
Neurodegeneration, Tubingen, Germany;
3
Department of Cell Biology and Dean A. McGee Eye Institute, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma; and
4
Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology (ZIHP), Zurich, Switzerland.
Published in Investigative Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences (IOVS) 2011,
52(8):5872-5880
The reference number for this publication is [219]

8.3.1	
  Personal	
  contributions	
  
Contributed towards the acquisition of the electroretinogram (ERG) morphologies
and gene expression data (Fig. 3, 4, 5A, 6).

8.3.2	
  Key	
  findings	
  
Hypoxic preconditioning is protective against light-induced photoreceptor cell
death. Hypoxia inducible factors (HIF) such as HIF1α and HIF2α are stabilized
during hypoxic preconditioning and are known to be neuroprotective factors. To
test whether HIFs are protective against light-induced cell death in the retina,
HIFα proteins were stabilized in normoxia by ablating Van Hippel Lindau (VHL) in
rod photoreceptors specifically.
- Knockdown of VHL in rod photoreceptor cells led to a normoxic stabilization of
HIFα proteins.
- Morphological sections of VHL knockdown retinas were comparable to wild type
littermates.
- Progressive retinal degeneration and loss of retinal function in older animals
was observed.
- VHL knockdown photoreceptors were transiently protected against light-induced
cell death.
- This transient protection may originate from the significantly higher basal levels
of the neuroprotective factor, Fgf2.

8.3.3	
  Manuscript	
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8.4	
  Activation	
  of	
  survival	
  pathways	
  in	
  the	
  degenerating	
  retina	
  of	
  rd10	
  
mice	
  
Marijana Samardzija1, Hedwig Wariwoda1, Cornelia Imsand1, Philipp Huber1,
Severin R. Heynen1, Andrea Gubler1, Christian Grimm1,2,3
1

Lab for Retinal Cell Biology, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland
2
Zurich Centre for Integrative Human Physiology (ZIHP), University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland
3
Neuroscience Centre (ZNZ), University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
Published in Exp Eye Res. 2012 Jun;99:17-26

8.4.1	
  Personal	
  contributions	
  
Immunolabelled vessels on retinal wholemounts at different ages by Isolectin IB4
(Fig. 3). Generate confocal xz stacks to visualize the different layers of the retinal
vasculature.

8.4.2	
  Key	
  findings	
  
Retinal degeneration (rd) 10 expresses a mutant form of rod phosphodiesterase
protein, which leads to autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa in the mouse.
Our aim was to provide a comprehensive characterization of the retinal
degeneration in rd10 retinas. The following are some key findings:
- Retinal morphology and vasculature were normal in rd10 mice up to postnatal
day (PND) 15.
- Quantification of cell death showed a biphasic cell death; a rapid phase up to 3
weeks of age and a slower phase from 3 weeks onwards.
- Severe vessel dropout in rd10 retinas by 6 months of age particularly of the
deeper vessel plexi was observed.
- Activation of LIF survival pathway as well as pro apoptotic (Casp1) and pro
inflammatory (Il1β) factors was observed throughout retinal degeneration.

8.4.3	
  Manuscript	
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